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Abstract 

This inquiry brought together young people aged 15-24 and arts organizations to explore how 

arts organizations in Victoria could be more responsive to young people’s lived realities, needs, 

and aspirations. The question guiding this inquiry was: How might the courageous imaginations 

of young people inform the future of arts organizations in Victoria? This action research inquiry 

was informed by the tenets of Participatory Action Research, Youth Participatory Action 

Research, and Critical Participatory Action Research. It employed arts-based methods and small 

group dialogues to explore the benefits, constraints, and possibilities for the future of arts 

organizations. The inquiry concludes with six action-oriented recommendations to support arts 

organizations to actively engage young people in the arts and live into young people’s aspirations 

for the radical transformation of arts organizations in the future.    

Keywords: young people; arts; Victoria; leadership; youth-adult partnerships; youth 

engagement; arts-based methods; transformative change; radical change. 
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Chapter One: Focus and Framing 

This research project brought together young people involved in the arts and arts 

organizations to explore how arts organizations in Victoria could be more responsive to young 

people’s lived realities, needs, and aspirations. Victoria is the capital city of British Columbia, 

located on the southern tip of Vancouver Island, and the surrounding municipalities of the region 

are known as the Capital Regional District (CRD). The term young people is often used 

synonymously with the term youth, and the UN Secretariat uses the terms youth and young 

people interchangeably to represent people aged 15 to 24 or the period of transition from 

childhood to adulthood, in which young people have unique experiences compared to their child 

and adult counterparts (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2013).  

In the context of this inquiry, the term young people was used predominantly; however, 

the phrase youth does remain as was written in the literature or quotes or contributions expressed 

in the study findings. This inquiry makes use of italics to introduce distinctions between similar 

sounding labels for organizations, jurisdictions, and theoretical concepts. As a result, youth and 

young people are used interchangeably. Further, given that the focus of this research was to 

collaborate or co-inquire with young people and focus on the perspectives and insights of young 

people, I often refer to young people who were participants in this study as co-inquirers as they 

played an integral role in the research process (see Literature Review and Methodology chapters 

for more information about the term co-inquirer). Thus, working with young people as co-

inquirers, this study explored the research question: How might the courageous imaginations of 

young people inform the future of arts organizations in Victoria? Four sub-questions further 

guided this research: 

1. How do young people see the future of the arts? 
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2. What are young people’s hopes and aspirations for the future of arts organizations 

3. What barriers exist to young people’s participation in the future of arts organizations? 

4. What resources are required to support young people’s hopes and aspirations for the 

future of arts organizations?  

Throughout the inquiry, a robust fifth question emerged from the young people involved in this 

work:  

5. What actions are needed to sustain the connections and networks between and among 

young people and arts organizations? 

Young People as Partners 

Given young people were central to this inquiry, I intentionally introduce the young 

people I worked with as co-inquirers in this introductory chapter, rather than waiting to do so in 

my methodology chapter. To protect their anonymity, I do not share their names; however, I 

offer an orientation to the young people involved in this study. 

In total, 19 young people from the City of Victoria and the surrounding CRD contributed 

to this research. I did not explicitly ask young people for their age; however, all co-inquirers 

confirmed they were between the ages of 15 and 24 on the consent forms. Many of them were 

actively engaged with the Esquimalt Community Arts Hub (ECAH) and Space Blanket, two arts 

organizations operating in the CRD (see Organizational Partners), which predominantly engage 

young people through visual arts, such as painting, crafting, and sculpture. In addition, many 

noted that their arts practice crossed into the literary arts, performing arts, and media arts and 

expressed a desire to be multi-disciplinary. Some young people actively engaged in the arts 

through an art practice(s), whereas others spoke about their volunteering and support for the arts 

in other ways.  
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Organizational Partners 

It is important to note that this research began with a focus on young people’s 

participation within the Open Space Arts Society; however, due to the passing of Raj Sen, 

Executive Director of Open Space, the research pivoted to work in collaboration with two newly 

established arts organizations: (a) the Esquimalt Community Arts Hub (ECAH) and (b) the 

Space Blanket Society (Space Blanket). Both organizations were formed during the exceptional 

conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic, and as they navigate the pandemic, they have adapted to 

emerging global and local social movements such as Black Lives Matter (BLM), reconciliation, 

and climate change, among others. This inquiry served as an opportunity for ECAH and Space 

Blanket to understand, from the perspectives of young people, how they are responding to the 

needs of young people and how they might strengthen possibilities with young people in arts 

organizations moving forward. I offer more information about ECAH and Space Blanket and 

how their programming engages and supports young people. 

Esquimalt Community Arts Hub 

ECAH was founded in 2020 by the executive director and president, Laura Beth-Keane. 

Laura Beth-Keane had only just moved to Esquimalt, a municipality within the CRD. She 

instantly connected her entrepreneurial work history and connections with the Esquimalt 

Chamber of Commerce to her passion for the arts to establish ECAH. ECAH was established 

after Laura-Beth Keane created a community outreach survey and noted that the Esquimalt 

township lacked a dedicated visual arts centre (ECAH, 2020). The 2020 survey revealed that 

people would value a gallery space, classroom, and studio space to create art. Survey 

respondents also noted that they were looking for an inclusive, diverse, and accessible room. In 

response, Laura Beth-Keane leased a multipurpose commercial space in October 2020, and 
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ECAH was born. Today in this space, ECAH operates flexibly as a hybrid gift shop, gallery 

space, community classroom, and mural wall.  

Since ECAH began operating in 2020, ECAH has offered many local artists opportunities 

to show and sell their work in a gallery in downtown Esquimalt. ECAH is intended to be an 

inclusive venue to the public, and as a result, admission to ECAH’s events is free. ECAH is 

sustained by collecting revenue through a pay-what-you-can membership schedule, receiving a 

percentage from their gift shop sales, and accepting material donations from local sponsors. The 

total operational costs for the organization are roughly $60,000 per year, and ECAH is staffed by 

volunteers, including a volunteer board of directors comprised of local arts leaders in the 

Esquimalt community—one of whom is a young artist.  

Within ECAH’s work, there is an intentional focus on young people. For example, ECAH 

began with an ambition to serve the community of the Esquimalt Township and has adapted a 

retail space to serve as a hub for creative partnerships and found many young people aged 19–24 

were interested in exhibiting their art there. Another example is that ECAH hired two Youth Arts 

Coordinators who planned a public art mosaic, gathering art from several residents that 

represented Esquimalt through some limited-time funding through a Canada-British Columbia 

Workforce Development Agreement (Government of Canada, 2020). Within this initiative, youth 

leaders were able to develop and implement a community-based mosaic youth art project, 

quickly helping to establish ECAH’s commitment to young leaders in Esquimalt. 

The Space Blanket Society 

Space Blanket is a youth-led/artist-run collective based in Victoria, British Columbia. It 

was founded in 2020 by adult artists and musicians Demi London, Kathryn Calder, and Doug 
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Tennant. Space Blanket “provides opportunities for youth to curate, exhibit, perform, and 

participate in all facets of operating an artist-run collective” (MAYD, n.d., para. 1). 

Space Blanket is named after the highly reflective, flexible material that provides warmth 

and shelter. Space Blanket was formed during the COVID-19 pandemic. They recognized that 

young people need opportunities to safely engage with the arts in their community and be 

mentored by emerging and established artists. Space Blanket operates from two small grants 

totalling $5,500 and is supported by volunteers. There are four youth directors and three adult 

mentor-directors who help act as facilitators for these young people. Given Space Blanket’s 

mandate (as cited in MAYD, n.d., para. 1), young people are at the heart of everything that Space 

Blanket does. 

Space Blanket began as an artist-run effort to empower young artists, notably aged 15–

20, to run their own collective and partner with existing vendors. During this research, one 

project was a mobile youth media arts gallery that brought the arts to young people at safe 

distances in the pandemic. Another project the organization has undertaken is “mrkt.mayd,” 

pronounced market made, a digital art market developed by and for young people in Victoria 

(MAYD, n.d.). However, efforts for proposal development, marketing, and governance resist 

asking youth to conform to adult models and re-envision how roles are dispersed among young 

people as a collective.  

Inquiry Team 

This research also included an inquiry team of people who offered advice and assistance 

to this research inquiry. I would like to thank Justin Brooks, Laurie Barnas, and Émilie Dube for 

their instrumental support in helping to launch this research inquiry. Their involvement is 

explored more fulsomely in chapter three.  
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Research Mentor and Friend: The Late Raj Sen 

As discussed in the dedication, Raj Sen, my capstone partner, mentor, and friend, passed 

away during this research. Raj was immensely instrumental in the early forms of this inquiry. 

Drawing on his experiences in the arts globally and locally, Raj could see the entrenchments 

young artists faced locally and could bravely imagine an environment that was more caring and 

bolder. By including his name here, I honour his contributions and am deeply grateful for how 

his wisdom has continued to shape this research even after he died—his legacy continues to live 

on.  

Myself: Jules André-Brown 

As a Master of Arts in Leadership student at Royal Roads University and principal 

investigator of this study, I had the incredible fortune to work with ECAH, Space Blanket, Raj 

Sen, and the young people involved throughout this research journey. I came to this research as 

someone who had worked with arts organizations and was also actively involved in the arts as a 

young person. I saw this research as an opportunity to bring my passion for the arts, advocacy, 

leadership, and young people together. I wanted to see how working in partnership with young 

people, the arts, and myself could stretch into new possibilities. In doing so, many assumptions 

about leadership and young people were both challenged and confirmed. However, I often felt 

like a light bulb was being turned on towards my understanding of leadership and leadership 

practice. 

Over the course of this research, I worked in collaboration with Raj, ECAH, Space 

Blanket, and the young people who partnered in this study, with the support of my inquiry team 

and supervisory committee, to plan, create, recreate, reflect, and write this inquiry. Thus, this 

study is as much mine as it is the many people who were involved. Throughout the thesis, you 
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will notice that I use the term “we” to refer to this larger collective and “I” when I am referring to 

my reflections, insights, understandings, and processes.  

Significance of the Inquiry  

This research is significant in and of itself because it offered opportunities for young 

people to share their voices, perspectives, and insights about arts organizations and how they can 

be more responsive to the needs and desires of young people in the future. Second, it supported 

ECAH and Space Blanket to understand the benefits, constraints, and opportunities young people 

see and experience within arts organizations and offers possibilities to plan for their future in 

ways grounded in and by young people. Third, it provides other arts organizations with 

perspectives and insights to consider how they might work in partnership with young people to 

deepen their service and attention to young people and create arts organizations that welcome 

and embrace young people’s meaningful engagement as artists and leaders, patrons, and 

visionaries. For example, in recruiting arts organizations for this inquiry, many organizations 

indicated that young people were often underrepresented and expressed a desire for further 

insight into how best to engage young people in meaningful ways. Fourth, this research offered 

an opportunity to use a digital, arts-based research method to explore how arts organizations can 

support meaningful engagement and partnerships with young people. It demonstrates how arts 

organizations can engage in arts-based research to inform their practice and how arts-based 

research can be done digitally with young people. Fifth, it is worth noting that this research was 

conducted during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. As such, it would be reasonable 

and/or expected that people, throughout this research process, might have experienced 

heightened feelings of uncertainty, isolation, and a sense of wonder for the future. Nevertheless, 

arts-based methods offer a creative pathway for young people to express themselves in the ways 
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familiar to them and participate fully in this research. This research is significant to scholarship 

because it aligns and supports many of the ideas in current literature about youth engagement 

and how arts organizations are transforming to respond to societal change (See Literature 

Review). Further, this inquiry informs how the engagement of young people can happen within 

emerging arts organizations. Finally, this study offers insights into the digital use of arts-based 

research methods with young people.  

Systems Analysis  

As noted previously, this research collaborated with arts organizations in Victoria and 

focused on engaging and working with young people. By definition, arts organizations are 

groups of people who practice, support, or exhibit the arts. The arts include performing arts, 

visual arts, literary arts, and media arts, among others. Rather than looking at the work of arts 

organizations more broadly, this inquiry specifically sought to work with arts organizations 

committed to and/or interested in strengthening their focus on young people. A focus on young 

people refers to how young people are involved in an organization’s programs, processes, and 

structures as either active or passive participants. 

Both ECAH and Space Blanket are new organizations to the arts organization scene. 

However, unlike many arts organizations, ECAH and Space Blanket did not need to pivot from 

their initial mandate when COVID-19 halted the operations of many organizations. Instead, these 

organizations were born during the COVID-19 pandemic and were responsive to emerging 

community needs. As noted by Demi London, a mentor-director at the Space Blanket, when 

reflecting on the establishment of Space Blanket,  “I am glad we established ourselves in the 

pandemic and not before, we felt free to respond to what was needed at the time and didn’t feel 

pressure to maintain our mission” (personal communication, July 16, 2021). 
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Drawing on the systems change models of the ecocycle developed by Brenda 

Zimmerman and David Hurst (1994) and panarchy developed by Gunderson and Holling (2002), 

ECAH and Space Blanket are two early-stage arts organizations that are in essence still in their 

infancy—or in the phase of birth. Both Zimmerman and Hurst’s (1994) and Gunderson and 

Holling’s (2002) models of systems change suggest that organizations can grow, sustain, 

collapse, or renew in ways much like the lifecycle of a complex environment such as a forest. 

The birth phase typically refers to a time when organizations are learning in abrupt and 

unpredictable ways, whereas the other stages of the cycles are characterized by incremental and 

adaptive learning and action (Westley et al., 2006). The authors of these models should 

intentionally plan for variations in the connection and potential of their organization and, as a 

result, embrace moments of collapse and renewal rather than strive for infinite growth (see 

Figure 1). Further, they suggest organizations at the earlier stages often learn through rapid and 

unpredictable trials, whereas mature organizations are characterized by learning through 

incremental and adaptive learning. As newly formed organizations working in the arts sector, 

both ECAH and Space Blanket are uniquely positioned to intentionally consider how they will 

navigate as an adaptive organization in contrast to many mature arts, culture, education, and 

business organizations in Victoria. 
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Figure 1 

A Stylized Representation of the Four Ecosystem Functions1  

 

Looking forward to the future of ECAH and Space Blanket, this research offered an 

opportunity for each organization to intentionally plan as they move towards the other domains 

of the ecocycle. Specifically, as they move towards maturity, what aspects of their work could 

they strengthen or let go of to better respond to the needs, hopes, and aspirations of young 

people. Linkov and Trump (2019) argue that resilient ecosystems, rather than organizations, that 

can absorb and recover from risks are becoming increasingly important dynamic to social and 

cultural policy. Other arts organizations in Victoria may be at different phases in their 

organizational cycle; however, this research offers an opportunity for them to consider how they 

 

1From “Understanding the Complexity of Economic, Ecological, and Social Systems,” by C. S. Holling, 2002. 

Ecosystems, 4(5), p. 394. (https://doi.org/10.1007/s10021-001-0101-5) Copyright Springer Nature 2001. Reprinted 

with permission. 
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may reinvent themselves moving forward to better support young people and shifting ecosystems 

in the arts and culture policy. According to Demi London, better supporting young people within 

arts organizations requires a healthy arts ecosystem where young people feel heard, have access 

to amenities and can co-construct the world with peers. To achieve this, Demi noted that young 

people need conventional learning, instruction, and a “third layer” of the community who can act 

as role models and audiences for young people (personal communication, June 10th, 2021). 

Furthermore, the community benefits from taking part in helping young people construct their 

world, as “to engage with the activity of worldmaking is to keep ourselves perpetually open to 

what lies outside the parameters of our particular world-views” (Clark et al., 2017, p. 4). 

Orienting the Reader to this Thesis 

This thesis is written with the heart of this inquiry—young people and the arts—in mind. 

As such, I have tried to ensure that the writing in this thesis is accessible to the young people 

who participated in this study and, therefore, more accessible to readers more generally. Where 

possible, efforts have been made to resist jargon and the use of acronyms, and short headings and 

sentences have also been used. Further, given that the arts informed this research, figures or 

illustrations are embedded within to offer a natural complement to the scholarship. The rationale 

for the use of tense and a description of the chapters are also introduced in this section. 

Use of Language and the Arts 

Throughout this thesis, I have opted to use the present tense when sharing and referring to 

the works of authors and researchers, the perspectives and insights of young people involved in 

this study, and the conclusions and recommendations emerging from this study. Using the 

present tense when conjugating the verbs helps to ensure the conversation is active and live 

between the authors and the authors and young people’s perspectives. In chapter three, I use the 
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past tense to explore how the study was conducted, and in chapter four, I use the past tense to 

refer to the perspectives and insights offered by young people in this study.  

Thesis Structure 

This thesis is organized into five chapters.  

Chapter One: Focus and Framing introduces the reader to the context of the research. 

It includes an overview of the partners in this research, the research questions, a systems 

analysis, and explores the significance of the research. 

Chapter Two: Literature Review explores scholarship related to the foundational topics 

of this research, including youth engagement, arts organizations, and transformational/radical 

change.  

Chapter Three: Methodology outlines how this research took place. The chapter 

explores the project methodologies and methods that grounded this study. It also introduces the 

project participants, the study conduct (including data collection and analysis), and the ethical 

implications inherent in this research.  

Chapter Four: Study Findings offers the perspectives and insights of young people 

gathered through this co-inquiry about the future of arts organizations. The findings are 

organized into three primary themes: (a) benefits of the arts, (b) current constraints, and 

(c) future opportunities. Perspectives and insights from young people and adults involved in this 

study are shared through arts-based outputs and anonymized quotes.  

Chapter Five: Study Conclusions and Recommendations explores the findings of this 

research in relation to the literature presented in chapter two and offers associated 

recommendations and implications for young people, organizational partners, and those who 

wish to help young people in the arts.  
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

To support the inquiry question: How might the courageous imaginations of young 

people inform the future of arts organizations in Victoria, three relevant and interrelated 

literature topics are reviewed in this chapter: (a) youth engagement, (b) arts organizations, and 

(c) radical and transformational change.  

Given this inquiry was focused on young people’s engagement in arts organizations, a 

review of youth engagement literature was critical to frame this research. Further, relationships 

between young people and adults were raised throughout the study findings, and as such, 

literature on youth-adult partnerships is a relevant literature review topic. Exploring literature 

related to arts and cultural organizations was formative to this study, given that ECAH is a newly 

positioned arts-based organization and Space Blanket is a youth-led artist-run collective, a 

unique type of arts and culture organization. Lastly, a focus on the topic of radical and 

transformational change was essential, given that young people see arts organizations like 

ECAH, Space Blanket, and others as playing a pivotal role to transform themselves in the future 

to respond to the needs, hopes, and aspirations of young people. It is important to note that each 

of these topics could be an extensive literature review on its own; therefore, this literature review 

offers a high-level overview of relevant literature related to these topics. 

Youth Engagement 

Literature related to youth engagement is explored in this section. Specifically, literature, 

frameworks, and processes concerned with how young people participate in society and 

relationships and power distribution between adults and young people are explored. The 

strengths and limitations of youth engagement and youth-adult partnerships as they are currently 

conceptualized are also explored.  
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Defining Youth Engagement  

According to the United Nations, youth is a social construct used to define the period 

between childhood and adulthood, between the ages of 15–24; however, this range fluctuates 

globally and even within a single nation (Furlong, 2012). Building from this concept of youth, 

Tisdall (2017) suggests youth engagement is an important phenomenon explored around the 

world, which in essence, refers to youth having opportunities to freely express their views and 

actively participate in issues and decisions that affect them. Youth engagement is a widely 

utilized term in youth studies, including youth development, youth participatory action research, 

youth governance, and human rights; however, there is no universal definition of youth 

engagement. To illustrate this, one definition asserts that youth engagement is  

The meaningful participation and sustained involvement of a young person in an activity, 

with a focus outside of him or herself. The kind of activity in which the youth is engaged 

can be almost anything—sports, the arts, music, volunteer work, politics, social 

activism—and it can occur in almost any kind of setting. (Centres of Excellence for 

Children’s Well-Being, 2016, p. 2) 

Specifically, Iwasaki and Hopper (2017) refer to youth engagement as a leisure-based framework 

for empowerment, opportunities, learning, and community through communication and 

activities. Furthermore, Iwasaki and Hopper’s view of youth engagement suggests an emphasis 

on leisure activities, achievement, and stability for a joyful, composed, discovered, empowered, 

and connected life is at the heart of youth engagement. Whereas, in the Province of British 

Columbia, the location of this study, The McCreary Centre Society defines youth engagement as 

“meaningful participation and sustainable involvement of young people in shared decisions in 
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matters which affect their lives and those of their community, including planning, decision-

making and program delivery” (Smith et al., 2009, p. 8). 

Despite its widespread use, the term youth engagement is, in some instances, considered 

a potentially problematic term, as it is not clear if youth engagement is happening to youth rather 

than with youth (Hauge & Rowsell, 2020). However, to help clarify that youth engagement is 

with youth, Nols et al. (2021) highlight there is a steady transformation in the literature on youth 

engagement from youth engagement as a tool for adults to help youth overcome their 

circumstances, towards adults working with youth to facilitate processes for youth to have 

agency in the social frameworks that shape their lives. Despite a lack of universality about what 

youth engagement means, the term is widely used and is often used synonymously with the term 

youth participation.  

Similar to youth engagement, there is no formal definition for youth participation. 

Generally, youth participation refers to processes of youth having active engagement, influence, 

or representation in society and, as such, refers to relationships and structures of power between 

adults and young people (Cammaerts et al., 2016). Roger Hart (2008) developed a prominent 

model to describe youth participation called The Ladder of Children’s Participation (see Figure 

2). Hart’s ladder borrows from Sherry Arnstein’s (1969) Ladder of Citizen Participation and 

suggests youth participation can be examined through power dynamics between youth and adults 

in parallel to how Arnstein examines the power dynamics between citizens and the state (Hart, 

2008). Hart’s ladder suggests there are degrees of youth participation and argues some youth 

participation efforts are, in fact, a form of non-participation from youth, where efforts are done 

to or on youth and are at best tokenistic, rather than efforts initiated by or with youth, which may 

produce a richer form of youth citizenship.  
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Figure 2 

The Ladder of Children’s Participation by R. A. Hart2 

 

 

In contrast to youth engagement, youth participation clarifies the authority of young 

people in research or practice agendas (Ozer et al., 2018). Irrespective of the problematization of 

the terms, youth engagement is widespread, and according to young people themselves, focus 

 

2 From “Stepping Back from ‘The Ladder’: Reflections on a Model of Participatory Work with Children,” by R. A. 

Hart, 2008. In A. Reid, B. B. Jensen, J. Nikel, & V. Simovska (Eds.), Participation and Learning: Perspectives on 

Education and the Environment, Health and Sustainability (p. 22). Springer Netherlands. 

(https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4020-6416-6_2). Copyright 2008 by Springer Nature. Reprinted with permission. 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4020-6416-6_2
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and attention should be on the quality and meaning of youth engagement in practice (Armstrong 

& Manion, 2015). 

Opportunities in Youth Engagement  

Researchers generally agree that youth engagement is aimed at working with youth or 

young people rather than on or for young people (Tamarack Institute, n.d.), and Eglinton (2013) 

describes the possible transformational nature of youth engagement in practice: 

Repositioning youth as active agents and reflecting with youth on the ways in which they 

construct and make their worlds move us beyond traditional notions of transformation 

and democracy and into new and more radical ways of understanding youth engagement. 

(p. 178) 

Furthermore, according to young people involved in developing a youth engagement framework, 

meaningful youth engagement involves communication and activities that lead to or nurture 

empowerment, learning, community, opportunities, relationships, stability, and achievement 

(Iwasaki & Hopper, 2017). Research also suggests that meaningful youth engagement can 

support youth to understand the significance of their environments and experiences (Brough, 

2020), develop agency (Guajardo et al., 2006), engage in civic participation (Brough, 2020), 

participate in democratic societies with others (Lekies et al., 2009), establish a sense of meaning 

and accountability for themselves and others (Tofteng & Bladt, 2020), and cultivate a sense of 

belonging (Hauge & Rowsell, 2020) and build resilience (Gray, 2020). In essence, meaningful 

engagement of young people supports young people to actively participate in issues and 

decisions that affect them and develop their capacities as contributing citizens.  
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Challenges in Youth Engagement 

Despite the proposed benefits of youth engagement, youth engagement in practice is not 

without its challenges. One such challenge is that with youth engagement activities, there can be 

a focus on the fact that youth involvement is occurring rather than a process that is meaningful to 

youth (Armstrong & Manion, 2015). Youth engagement initiatives also often focus on easily 

accessible youth rather than those underrepresented or with unique perspectives to share (Brown, 

2009; Iwasaki & Hopper, 2017). Further, youth engagement efforts that intend to help or engage 

underrepresented groups may inadvertently assume young people are comfortable with talking 

about oppression, which may limit the narratives and views shared by youth (Dahya & King, 

2020).  

While youth may have opportunities to share their perspectives and insights with other 

youth and adults, there is not always follow through or direct change in the systems and 

structures that affect young people’s lives (Bertrand, 2016). Further, well-intended youth 

engagement efforts, such as youth councils, may inadvertently reinforce social inequality or 

power imbalances by operating from assumptions informed by adults rather than being co-

created equitably with young people (Astraea et al., 2018). Lastly, the perceptions of adults and 

young people about youth and youth engagement can be different and continually shifting, and 

this may impact what adults and young people consider as integral to see-through action(s) or 

change(s) as a result of youth engagement (Majee & Anakwe, 2020).  

Youth-Adult Partnerships 

As evidenced in the previous section, supporting meaningful youth engagement often 

requires youth-adult partnerships. According to Zeldin and colleagues (2013),  
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Youth-adult partnerships are practices of (a) multiple youth and multiple adults 

deliberating and acting together, (b) in a collective [democratic] fashion, (c) over a 

sustained period of time, (d) through shared work, I intended to promote social justice, 

strengthen an organization and/or affirmatively address a community issue. (p. 388) 

Further, a focus on youth-adult partnerships brings special attention to the power and social 

statuses that are different between adults and young people and supports leveraging the 

capacities of adults and youth to lead to better outcomes for young people (Hall, 2020). As such, 

for youth-adult partnerships to be effective, Zeldin and colleagues suggested that youth must 

have a voice and freedom in decision making, while adults need to actively share power and 

build trust with young people (Zeldin et al., 2017). Zeldin et al.’s (2013) view on youth-adult 

partnerships aligns with the aims of youth participation expressed by Hart (2008) earlier in this 

chapter.  

Much of the literature on youth-adult partnership models explore the mechanics or 

elements of how youth-adult partnerships are effective. It is important to point out that other 

bodies of literature exist that look at the power dynamics between youth; however, this literature 

is outside the bounds of this inquiry. Specifically, youth engagement and youth-adult partnership 

models tend to differentiate how adults can take part in actions for youth, the degree to which 

partnerships are guided by youth, and/or how adults can actively collaborate with youth. Given 

the interrelated nature of these concepts, descriptions and conceptualizations of youth-adult 

partnerships tend to employ continuums, matrices, and diagrams to illustrate the shift and 

transfer of trust and power in youth-adult partnerships and meaningful youth engagement.  

For example, Shier (2001) offers a matrix to map actions in adult accountability to build 

trust called the Pathway to Participation model. The actions of trust are connected hallmarks of a 
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successful youth voice. Shier’s matrix model begins with listening to youth and moves towards 

full sharing of power with youth (see Figure 3). Throughout the journey from listening to power-

sharing, there are various levels of accountability, such as openings, opportunities, and 

obligations of adults to support youth. 

Linked to this notion of accountability to youth, Wong and colleagues (2010) developed a 

typology of youth-adult participation that helps to classify where voice and control reside in 

youth-adult partnerships. For example, symbolic partnerships suggest youth may have some 

voice, as illustrated in Figure 4, but adults retain the authority of the partnership; whereas a 

youth-controlled autonomous partnership suggests youth have full voice and control of a 

partnership; a pluralistic partnership suggests that adults and youth share control with one 

another.  
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Figure 3 

Shier’s Pathway to Participation: A Model for Adult Reflection on Their Practice in Working 

with Youth3 

  

 

 

3 From “Pathways to Participation: Openings, Opportunities and Obligations,” by H. Shier, 2001. Children & 
Society, 15(2), p. 111. (https://doi.org/10.1002/chi.617). Copyright 2001 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 
Reprinted with permission. 

https://doi.org/10.1002/chi.617
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Figure 4 

The TYPE Pyramid4 

 

Although these models may be helpful to develop an understanding of youth-adult 

partnerships, Hart (2008) notes that the reliance on stages of participation and symbology of who 

is in charge does not fit every cultural context. Further, he warns that adult practitioners can be 

preoccupied with following formulations or proposed outcomes of adult-youth partnerships 

models rather than focusing on the unique partnership needs. As a result, Hart concedes that 

youth-adult partnership models based on steps to achieve power, voice, and trust serve an 

occasional purpose and stressed the importance of emerging models that center youth and their 

cultural and contextual concerns rather than offering a formulaic process to youth engagement 

and youth-adult partnerships.  

 

4 “A Typology of Youth Participation and Empowerment for Child and Adolescent Health Promotion,” by N. T. 
Wong, M. A. Zimmerman, & E. A. Parker, 2010. American Journal of Community Psychology, 46(1–2), p. 105. 
(https://doi.org/10.1007/s10464-010-9330-0). Copyright Jun 12, 2010by John Wiley and Sons. Reprinted 
with permission. 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10464-010-9330-0
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Aligned with Hart’s (2008) recommendations, the 4P Model developed by the 

ResiliencebyDesign Lab (n.d.) at Royal Roads University centres on young peoples  ’cultural and 

contextual realities. Further, the model demonstrates the role of the individual and collective in 

youth-adult partnerships and the intersecting nature of partnerships with purpose and place.  

The 4P framework (see Figure 5) uses interrelated rings to demonstrate youth-adult 

partnerships ’physical, attitudinal, normative, operational, and structural dimensions (Kudva & 

Driskell, 2009). Lastly, the 4P model is helpful to explore how youth-adult participation is more 

than quantifying the level of youth or adult power, but towards a “framework encourages 

meaningful engagement actions that position youth as critical stakeholders and key contributors 

in strengthening personal and community resilience” (ResiliencebyDesign Lab, n.d., para. 1).  

Figure 5 

The 4P Framework5 

 

 

5 ResiliencebyDesign Lab 4P Framework for Youth Engagement (Principles and Concepts section), by the 
ResiliencebyDesign Lab, n.d. (https://resiliencebydesign.com/4p-framework/). Copyright 2019, by Royal 
Roads University. Reprinted with permission. 

https://resiliencebydesign.com/4p-framework/
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Summary of Youth Engagement  

Given this inquiry’s focus on youth and the future of the arts, understanding youth 

engagement is critical to both the research process and the ways in which arts organizations 

meaningfully engage young people in youth-adult partnerships. Further models of youth 

engagement and youth-adult partnerships provide possibilities for ECAH and Space Blanket, and 

other arts organizations might strengthen or evolve their partnerships with youth as they envision 

and prepare for the future.  

Arts Organizations 

As this research explores young people’s perspectives and insights about arts 

organizations now and in the future, this next section of the literature review explores what arts 

organizations are. Specifically, it explores the definitions, nuances, and tensions of arts 

organizations—sometimes referred to as arts and culture organizations, and explores how arts 

organizations relate to and with young people and society.  

Defining Arts Organizations 

Varbanova (2012) suggests arts organizations offer value to society by promoting arts 

and culture in community. According to Varbanova, the term arts relates to the activities of the 

performing, literary, and visual performing arts, whereas culture represents long-term 

interpretations of the laws, beliefs, morals, and expressions shared through the arts. Further, 

Varbanova suggests the modern art sector can be defined by a relationship to heritage or 

creativity. Nevertheless, organizations focused on arts and culture are often referred to in 

shorthand as simply the arts.  

Arts organizations often have a dual mission as an organization to create aesthetic and 

social value while also sustaining themselves. For example, an organization may self-identify as 
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a travelling theatre company, but define themselves by the means they sustain their operations, 

such as a nonprofit organization or a private business. Further, Varbanova (2012) notes that arts 

organizations may also define themselves in relation to entrepreneurial concepts related to the 

organization’s governance and impact with the community at large: for example, artist-run 

centres and collectives that ensure practicing artists represent and inform the majority of the 

organization’s governance and operations. Arts organizations may also define themselves 

through intrapreneurial concepts, referring to how hierarchies and collective actions are formed 

within the organization. Varbanova illustrates that one characteristic of intrapreneurial 

organizations is the presence of a laboratory climate inside that explores new ways of doing 

things.  

Further, Varbanova (2012) illustrates that arts organizations can also be defined through 

their partnerships with cultural interest groups or state-funded initiatives to the arts to create 

tangible outcomes, such as public art, or intangible advances in environmental or cultural 

education. Finally, Varbanova suggests that arts organizations are often hybrids of multiple 

designations and partnerships across multiple arts, culture, heritage, and creative sectors. 

To illustrate and explore the importance of designations in arts organizations, Gattinger 

(2017) explores the contemporary mandate of the Canada Council for the Arts. According to 

Gattinger, the current mandate of the Canada Council for the Arts puts emphasis on the power of 

the arts and does not explicitly emphasize the importance of culture. The Canada Council for the 

Arts does have an arts and culture policy; however, Gattinger suggests that a lack of focus on 

culture in the mandate of the Canada Council for the Arts, influences the expectations and foci of 

arts organizations in Canada. Further, as the largest funding body of arts organizations, national 

arts councils and funders, such as the Canada Council for the Arts, are powerful actors in how 
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arts organizations are defined and shaped (Cronin & Robertson, 2011; Gattinger, 2017; Jessup et 

al., 2014; King & Schramme, 2019; Wesner, 2018). 

How Policy Shapes Arts Organizations 

In an effort to explain how arts organizations exist, function, and adapt, many models 

have emerged to illustrate how arts and cultural policy, as noted in the example of the Canada 

Council for the Arts, forms and shapes arts organizations. Moldavanova (2013) suggests that arts 

and cultural policy create three distinct roles. First, the instrumental role is closely tied to 

sustainable social and economic development, suggesting that the arts and cultural sector 

organizations are real jobs and assets of value to society and that the arts are beneficial to the 

economy. Second, the intrinsic role suggests that the arts create a form of public good through 

aesthetics and are valuable regardless of the arts ’ability to carry out social or economic interests. 

The intrinsic role approaches art for the sake of art. Finally, the semi-instrumental role offers 

artwork, artists, and arts organizations to generate creative thinking for solving society’s 

challenges. These expressions are not mutually exclusive, and Moldavanova suggests that while 

organizations may prefer to or have competency in one role, arts organizations can enact, and are 

often required to enact, these roles together.  

To help contextualize the benefits to an organization of the instrumental, intrinsic, and 

semi-instrumental roles, Moldavanova (2013) describes how foregrounding the instrumental role 

of arts organizations can help quantify the value of the arts into public policy; however, this also 

presents a risk to arts organizations that underestimate the commitment of politicians to sustain 

funding to the arts and overestimate the power of technology to integrate organizations into 

markets. Moldavanova and Akbulut-Gok (2020) suggest that the semi-instrumental role of 

stewarding inter-organizational networking efforts is vital to the sustainability of both 
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established and emerging arts organizations, and they suggest that organizations who ignore the 

semi-instrumental role and simply continue to dominate arts funding may find that this approach 

weakens the sector and jeopardizes their long-term sustainability. Finally, the intrinsic role of 

arts and culture policy suggests arts organizations may need to supersede sustainability concerns 

of instrumental and semi-instrumental roles and respond to the need for arts organizations to 

engage with an emphasis on anti-oppressive, inclusive arts for communities (Moldavanova et al., 

2021). 

King and Schramme (2019) offer a different conceptualization of how arts organizations 

are shaped by policy and location, suggesting that an organization’s decisions are rooted in an 

informal practice based on trust and social norms or a formal practice based on regulations and 

bylaws. Furthermore, they suggest there is an opportunity for organizations to evolve and devolve 

their practices in terms of formality. King and Schramme also suggest that national arts policies 

are commonly adapted from other influential nations or borrowed from generic arts and culture 

policies, such as the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO). There are opportunities for arts organizations to appropriately balance formality in 

the environment they operate in, which they call a local practice. While King and Schramme’s 

model illustrates national cultural policy and their research acknowledges that governments play 

a vital role in arts development, their research recognizes that governments are not the only actor 

in cultural development and, as such, countries are referred to as locations. How a location 

purposefully accepting new evolutions or devolutions of formality can be categorized into seven 

phases is illustrated in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6 

Towards a Global Model of Cultural Governance6 

 

According to King and Schramme (2019), the first phrase, P1, suggests a purely informal 

practice, such as a group of friends creating art in a private setting with no adherence to the 

formal guidelines or requirements. The second phase, P2, suggests the location has a small 

amount of appreciation for arts organizations and offers arts and culture grants; as such, there is 

some adherence to organizational procedures often borrowed from UNESCO. The third phase, 

P3, suggests that more than half of the arts organizations in a particular location are adopting 

formal policies. Phase four, P4, suggests the location and arts organizations have a near-total 

reliance on formal guidelines. King and Schramme suggest the fourth phase often signals the 

 

6 “Conclusion,” by I. W. King & A. Schramme, 2019. In I. W. King & A. Schramme (Eds.), Cultural Governance in 
a Global Context: An International Perspective on Art Organizations (p. 317). (https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-
319-98860-3_11). Copyright 2019, by Springer International Publishing. Reprinted with permission 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-98860-3_11
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-98860-3_11
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momentum towards re-examining the need for formality in the first place, leading to what they 

refer to as the “Devolutionary Stage” (p. 321).  

For King and Schramme (2019), the fifth phase, P5, signals an understanding that 

previously borrowed formal practices may not serve local needs, and some of the legislation will 

need to be restructured. The sixth stage, P6, suggests a dominance of local and emerging small to 

medium arts organizations that lead cultural policy and explicitly surrender formality in favour 

of community consultation. The seventh stage, P7, suggests a balance between formal historical 

practices and novel, informal practices for a professionalized arts sector. However, King and 

Schramme stress that the seventh stage is not a linear destination and should be considered as the 

start of a new cyclical evolution, much like the panarchy model (Allen et al., 2014) introduced in 

chapter one. Finally, the stresses of the impact of the board is critical in arts organizations as they 

shift through these phases:  

There is a need to monitor developments externally with comparative needs for the 

arts/culture organization. In other words, a board cannot stand still, it needs to develop to 

reflect needs; and therefore this needs to be managed constantly and there is a need for 

board members to have a finite period of office to allow for new entrants. (p. 325) 

As Moldavanova et al. (2021) and King and Schramme demonstrate, cultural policy is an 

important underpinning for the opportunities and constraints for arts organizations.  

Opportunities of Arts Organizations 

Although models and shapes are helpful to understand arts organizations, exploring the 

impact of the arts and arts organizations on citizens and society is also important. A series of 

studies on the impact of arts on the perceived quality of life in British Columbia suggested most 

survey respondents held strong beliefs that the arts had a positive effect on their life and well-
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being (Michalos & Kahlke, 2017), and nearly half the surveyed citizens said that they attended 

arts activities between two and six times a year and that they offered high levels of satisfaction. 

Working in partnership with governments, arts organizations may have an opportunity to 

play a critical role in processing, examining, and influencing globalization (Henze, 2018). 

Furthermore, Henze suggests that arts organizations are often called upon to ignite conversations 

and highlight the benefits of intercultural relationships. Finally, as organizations, arts-centred or 

otherwise, operate in increasingly international contexts, local arts, stories, and heritage offer a 

powerful instrument for contemporary cultures and societies to share and thrive (Handzic & 

Ismajloska, 2019). In short, arts organizations are uniquely placed to facilitate change in 

individuals, communities, and societies, both locally and globally. 

Constraints in Arts and Culture Organizations  

Despite the aforementioned benefits or influence of arts organizations, arts organizations 

also experience considerable challenges. The challenges of funding and relevance are 

particularly challenging for arts organizations today. For example, Kaiser (2015) argues that 

once-famous arts institutions have closed due to declining subscriptions and endowments for the 

arts and suggests that the upkeep of large institutions or organizations created in the previous 

century may no longer match the demands of modern society. Kaiser shares an agreement with 

Moldavanova (2013) that arts organizations struggle to secure commitments from the public 

during rapid changes in economic stability and technology. As a result, Kaiser illustrates that arts 

organizations face tough decisions about how they continue to sustain themselves, questioning 

whether to cut the artists ’salaries or reduce programming while simultaneously keeping both 

audiences and donorship content. 
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Furthermore, it is argued that historically, the function, purpose, and works shown in 

large-scale arts institutions in Canada were often tied to the dominant philosophies of Canada’s 

nation-building efforts and tended to promote a worldview that was exclusionary in nature 

(Jessup et al., 2014). For example, historically, works of art by working-class people, women or 

Indigenous groups were notably absent or dismissed by large arts institutions. Gattinger (2017) 

suggests the approach to arts and culture is changing towards a more equitable view within the 

Canada Council for The Arts; however, it is important to note that funding still often determines 

the trajectory of arts organizations. Gattinger suggests the Canada Council for the Arts must 

balance legitimacy and capacity with arts organizations, artists, and audiences when determining 

its agenda, strategic priorities, and funding.  

Social Impact in Arts and Culture Organizations  

To help mitigate the tension in the national arts agenda, small- to modest-sized arts 

organizations run by and for artists and community members have emerged (Bronstein, 2021) 

These arts organizations are often created in response to complex changes; as a result, the 

artworks are often a natural extension of political inquiry or resistance (Cronin & Robertson, 

2011). However, creating enduring and sustainable space for disruptive political influence is 

challenging for artists and arts organizations, as it is also intimately connected to funding from 

government, public, and private donors. Moreover, a focus on young people can be further 

influenced by outside interests, funds, and priorities, making youth engagement a potentially 

difficult focus for arts organizations, given how young people might be perceived.  

Chapter one introduced the ecocycle planning for organizations, a concept that helps 

organizations define their potential and connection. Chowdhury (2019) argues that mapping the 

ecocycle alongside the stakeholders, outcomes and timelines are helpful vehicles for 
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organizations to intervene with social impact. Chowdhury also illustrates that social impact is 

collective and interrelated and requires mapping not just the connections of the organization but 

also public trust, relevance, and design and so forth. Furthermore, Chowdhury advocates that 

social impact requires a broad understanding of humanity, and organizations need to practice 

keeping an open mind to the complexities of the world.  

Artist-Run Centres and Collectives: A Possible Shape for Consideration 

One possible shape that arts organizations may take to respond to these complex realities 

described above is to become an artist-run centre or collective (ARC). An ARC is explicitly run 

by and for artists. Artist-run centres began in the 1960s explicitly run by and for artists as gallery 

spaces to exhibit separate from conventional museums; however, in the last 50 years, artists have 

worked within more flexible community structures that do not explicitly use a gallery space, 

hence the emergence of the artist-run collective (Phillips, 2014). Both the collective and centre 

variation of these organizations are explored in this inquiry, as Space Blanket began as a youth-

led artist-run collective and obtained a lease for a local studio and gallery space and, as a result, 

considered identifying as an artist-run centre. 

The Canada Council for the Arts (CDAC) defines ARCs as not-for-profit organizations 

directed by a board and composed of a majority of practicing visual artists (CDAC, 2015, p. 1). 

ARCs are self-determined, artist-driven support and service organizations that provide a 

professional entry point for artists and the public (Burgess & De Rosa, 2012).  

ARCs are often considered unique organizations that act as a hybrid between museums 

and community centres to engage the public with the arts beyond the interests of the commercial 

gallery spaces (Blessi et al., 2011), and they serve as social arrangements that help artists 

prioritize mobility, stability, profit, or cultural influence to serve the interests of artists 
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(Varbanova, 2012). In modern times, ARCs are cautious of the upkeep involved in creating a 

private showroom and are moving toward creating hybrid studio/gallery models or revitalizing 

otherwise unused public space (Cook, 2016). In Barcelona, ARCs used disused city spaces and 

have successfully received recognition from the city, yet recognized that repurposing spaces 

comes with its own set of challenges (Swartz, 2010). Some ARCs see a way forward by insisting 

on building an alter-espais or alterspace, a short-lived, ubiquitous, and fragmented approach to 

art that insists on redistribution of arts organizations.  

Although ARCs excel in self-organizing and deploying swiftly outside of significant 

political influence, they also have a history of bending their structure to create profits or be 

absorbed into a dominant power like a government or another arts institution (Conlin, 2014). 

They are also susceptible to economic displacement resulting in loss or creating new 

organizations based on how people roam and change (Charrieras et al., 2018). In 2015, Brown 

and Bruneau launched a survey through Canadian Art, a Canadian platform for journalism and 

criticism of Canadian Art, exploring the relevancy of ARCs 45 years after their inception. The 

survey found that many ARCs in Canada shared that they have struggled with professionalizing 

and inequalities between organizations, but that ARCs have an opportunity to further develop an 

interconnected network from quite an impressive geographic distance. Further, Brown and 

Bruneau suggest that while ARCs have limitations in what they can accomplish, artists turn 

towards understanding spaces with artist-run leadership to liberate and disseminate their ideas.  

Young People in Arts and Culture Organizations  

As noted previously, adults working with young people have an opportunity to support 

meaningful youth engagement in practice. As such, arts organizations can offer a supportive and 

creative space for young people to engage in the arts meaningfully. In doing so, young people 
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can develop agency and a sense of belonging, which can support young people to navigate 

transitions or displacements (Habib & Ward, 2019) and envision futures beyond chaos and 

inequality (LaPadula et al., 2020). Furthermore, these benefits for young people extend to society 

writ large and can promote intergenerational partnerships to transform both histories and futures 

(Luckett, 2020). Unfortunately, arts organizations tend to focus on youth engagement through 

first-order collaborations such as workshop series, drop-in spaces, or open studios (Sim, 2019), 

rather than exploring youth engagement in a more fulsome way that can transform current 

dominant worldviews and consider what might be possible. Herein lies the opportunity for young 

people and the arts in this inquiry.  

As mentioned in the previous section on arts organizations, Poyntz et al. (2019) argue 

that the non-formal arts learning sector contends with several paradoxes in a policy specific to 

establishing services for youth (see Figure 7). First, Poyntz et al. argue small informal arts 

organizations often meet a paradox of stabilizing their own organization. For example, 

organizations may choose to commit their resources to be flexible to the needs of youth by 

providing community-based arts services using open and accessible public grants but are 

restricted by the finite amount of grants available. Alternatively, arts organizations may focus on 

security through stabilized revenue employing fundraising staff or private equity or ownership of 

property. A second related paradox is that non-formal arts organizations must consider if their 

organization aims to empower young people to find voice and identity or to socialize young 

people to contribute to economic development. A third paradox resides in how these 

organizations approach labelling young people. For example, organizations can elect an open-

access approach to self-identification or ascribe to targeted criteria that may advance specific 

equitable interests, such as a mental health focus. Poyntz et al. research illustrates the values that 
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drive arts organizations can design themselves around the needs of young people however, they 

could also reinforce young people’s deficits. 

Poyntz et al. (2019) illustrate a concerning trend within this third labelling paradox is that 

arts funding mandates are often announced as a way to address the perceived deficits in the 

abilities, experiences, identities, or skills of young people. Furthermore, Poyntz et al. remark that 

these deficit-forward criteria in turn implore arts organizations to use labels and language that 

can reinforce discriminating and ageist perceptions of young people’s participation in society. 

Poyntz et al. point out that the tragedy of the labelling paradox is that the funding intended to 

empower young people who experience barriers to access in the arts leaves young people feeling 

pathologized, which is, in turn, a barrier to participation in the arts.  

As I have illustrated in Figure 7—an image that was generated and conceptualized by me 

in response Poyntz et al.’s (2019) work—Poyntz et al. allude to the shape of the non-formal arts 

learning sector paradox. Organizations that take on the liberatory aims listed on the left are 

difficult to fit into a field or shape. By contrast, organizations on the right have a more secure 

and stable structure but are also, in effect, constrained.  

Dahya and King (2019) argue youth-arts curriculums, if not critically examined, are a 

technology that can tragically reproduce socialization rather than liberation for young people. 

They offer the example within a feminist workshop for young Black film-makers, adult media 

educators inadvertently interfered with the liberatory aims of youth-led film making. In steering 

Black girls and women towards polished commercial-like films about oppression and away from 

the young people’s preference to explore these concepts through comedy, horror, and handheld 

filmmaking, the media educators undercut young people’s power to produce original content on 

their own experience of racism and identity. In Dahya and King’s view, youth-art curriculums 
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need to be critical of oppression and further emphasize “asking young people to talk about their 

oppression should not be taken as a given that everyone can do, should do, or wants to do” 

(p. 688). Dahya and King’s examples contend that even with well-intentioned liberatory 

mandates, arts organizations must be critical about what it means to work with young people, 

rather than for young people.   

Figure 7 

Illustration of the Paradoxes of the Non-Formal Arts Learning Sector described by Poyntz et al. 

(2019) 

  

Transformative and Radical Change 

Given young people in this inquiry offered suggestions for arts organizations to respond 

to the needs, hopes, and aspirations of young people and the complex challenges of society and 
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the globe, the third topic of this literature review is on change. Specifically, it explores both 

transformational change and radical change, exploring definitions and applications of 

transformational and radical change and considers the roles of the arts and young people in 

facilitating transformational and/or radical change in society. While a rich body of literature 

supports transformative change within a single person, this section will focus on change efforts 

as it applies to groups.  

Definitions and Applications of Transformational Change 

According to Coleman and Thomas (2017), transformational change refers to 

organizational change efforts that produce new ways of thinking or new ways of approaching 

actions within an organization. Coleman and Thomas assert that transformational change efforts 

centre on facilitating a capacity for iteration within and between people to help everyone 

involved view the organizations from multiple perspectives. Furthermore, they suggest that the 

rewards of transformational change efforts are often found when organizations make the time 

and establish a process to explore unpredictable or ambiguous challenges. These authors suggest 

successful transformational change efforts are hallmarked by being clear, consistent, and brave.  

Mossop (2013) offers a slightly different assertation that transformational change may be 

a premediated and profound change effort, where the term transformational change more 

accurately refers to the process of cultivating organizational renewal. For Mossop, 

transformational change can be done in organizations that already value multiple perspectives, 

iteration, and ambiguity and further suggests that discreet incremental and undirected approaches 

to change can be as rewarding and outwardly expressed and illustrated as strategic and cultural 

efforts. Finally, Mossop contends that many of the most powerful shifts in transformational 

change happen in private and hidden ways, and as such, they can only really be recognized when 
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one organizational state is compared to its former organizational state. Other authors would agree 

that transformational change can be done through seemingly ordinary ways, such as making a 

subtle change in habitual behaviours to influence cultural change (Kissman & Gazley, 2015).  

Chung Tiam Fook (2017) illustrates that when the aims organizations undertake in 

transformational change efforts expand in scope, their works become inextricable from larger 

social groups, governmental bodies, and environments. Chung Tiam Fook asserts a body of 

research that privileges the term transformational adaptation has been exploring change efforts 

in relation to the interplay between organizations and environments. Chung Tiam Fook 

synthesizes that transformational adaptation research literature is concerned with many of the 

same social aims of transformational change, but massively widens the scale to include a 

globalized view. Within this expanded view lays a clear example of some of the limitations of 

transformational change: 

A limitation in transformational change is cultural values are often so deeply embedded 

that cultures assume they are constants; as a transformational approach can be a very 

challenging undertaking for societies, institutions and industries at any scale. . . . It 

requires social actors to be open to radical change, and the uncertainty it can inspire by 

becoming actors who can embrace, and potentially catalyse, transformation in their 

communities and institution. . . . Multiple ways of visioning and implementing innovative 

and socially relevant adaptations through transformational processes and actions can 

build a broader base for human capacities to adapt to increasingly complex and multi-

faceted climate challenges. (p. 17) 

As such, Chung Tiam Fook illustrates transformative change and adaption efforts are advanced 

by an exploration of future scenarios with multiple voices, and tremendous scope requires 
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change-makers to find reason with what might have previously felt unreasonable, which is a 

practice commonly found in radical change.  

Definitions and Applications of Radical Change 

One view of radical change suggests groups activate their willingness to embrace 

transitions and new content (Druyen, 2019). In Druyen’s (2019) view, the potential of radical 

change is that people can be understandably overwhelmed by the compounding turmoil in the 

world, yet groups tend to find their way towards making the best of situations. Furthermore, 

while we do not know what tasks and content are needed in the future, radical change researchers 

have focused their efforts on creative ways to cope and command hopeful new strategies. In 

addition, Druyen suggests that there is a universal need in the globalized world to look forward 

and visualize positive outcomes from multiple perspectives. Druyen describes a trend in which 

groups need to work together to create solutions that respond to problems that do not resemble 

the problems we have seen before. Druyen suggests that radical change offers a new way of 

working built on a foundation of willingness to understand problems differently, and rapidly 

testing solutions is becoming a vital part of everyday life.  

Another view on radical change impacts groups, speaks to the inverse of Druyen’s (2019) 

view and suggests that unprecedented content, technology, or process create an advantage in 

performance or change within an industry, changing the way people work together, regardless of 

their willingness (Dahlin & Behrens, 2006). For example, a radical change in the educational 

process meant moving toward co-educating young people with media and considerations of their 

digital lives and modern contexts (Dresang & Kotrla, 2009). Dresang and Kotrla (2009) suggest 

a radical change of accepting the new technology and emergent voices leads to a more 

empathetic and trusting approach to education. This view is shared by Koh (2015), in that 
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prioritizing connectivity, interactivity, and ease of access are paramount for radical change for 

school libraries.  

Another perspective of radical change is when a vast array of incremental changes form, 

intentionally or otherwise, into profound new realities for people (Chreim et al., 2012). Within 

the continuum of change styles, leaders choose to centralize power through coercion or 

maneuver starting points, styles, targets, levers, and roles towards more radical ends (Balogun et 

al., 2016). Furthermore, when faced with a compelling actor, organizations can coevolve a 

radical change, providing they reflect and act on the underlying intentions of their strategy and 

structure (Jarzabkowski et al., 2019).  

Duttenhöfer (2019) suggests that the end of one radical change precipitates the evolution 

of another change. Duttenhöfer provides an example of how the typewriter made way for the 

personal computer, which made way for the mobile phone. Furthermore, Duttenhöfer suggests 

that radical change either produces satisfaction or an impetus to process change through 

stabilization, orientation, problem-solving, or practice. Stancampiano (2019) suggests a radical 

change is preceded by letting go of a current way of doing things, even if the current way once 

felt revolutionary. For example, political parties often split into new or reformed parties, risking 

the strengths and structures of their current organization for a new one (Dalli Gonzi & Grima, 

2019). Quy N Huy’s research demonstrated that for attempts at radical change to be successful, 

followers require explicit models of the new expectations of a radical change and profound 

nurturing for a new emotional state for people to enact that change (Vuori, 2017). Bridges (2009) 

identifies that radical change invites many emotional states such as grief, creativity, doubt, and 

anger, but can also sharpen people’s perspective on what is most important in the change process.  
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Other authors align with the view that radical change is characterized by the 

environments or mindsets within shifting in profound ways (Coerver & Byers, 2013). 

Furthermore, Coerver and Byers (2013) prioritize that radical change efforts need to quickly 

overhaul old executive structures and empower fresh perspectives to avoid the consequences of 

becoming irrelevant. Coerver and Byers’s emphasis on transfers of power is not shared by all 

authors, as Kump (2019) argues that views of radical organizational change efforts have a risk of 

causing incongruence and gaps in knowledge between generations of leaders. Multigenerational 

workforces can experience radical changes simultaneously, but from different vantage points of 

experience, which leads to tensions, stereotypes, and clashes in values, which can lead to desires 

for radical change (Beerel, 2021).  

The Public View of Radical and Transformational Change  

Radical and transformational have been explored outside of the academic realm. For 

example, from an activist standpoint, change thought to be historical can be lost if not stewarded 

by the community (maree brown, 2017). For example, from a business vantage point, 

organizations that appear to be stable may be part of a longer cycle of dramatic changes (Hurst, 

1995). Journalist Desmond Cole (2020) recounts that strong critiques of when and where that 

radical change occurred are common.  

Many academic scholars have all approached transformative and radical change through 

popular non-academic publishing houses. These books often emphasize speaking across all 

sectors, enlisting a wide range of people in this change effort. Authors have called to transform 

relationships radically, such as illustrating that collaborative leadership models rooted in a 

universal view of hope (Homer-Dixon, 2020) and joy (Segal, 2017), rather than nationalism can 

bring about a new era in civic being. There is also a call to enact radical change in a 
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transformational way in the structures of our societies. For example, authors suggest we prepare 

to abandon our linear instruments for serving human rights (Krumer-Nevo, 2020) and law 

(McNeilly, 2018; Swanger, 2017) in favour of new non-linear structures of human governance.  

The Role of the Arts and Young People in Radical and Transformational Change  

As noted previously, the arts can be a vehicle to facilitate transformational or radical 

change. For example, Mateus-Berr (2015) presents a case study at the Applied Design Thinking 

Lab in Vienna that encourages both young art students and design students to use textiles to 

explore social challenges across interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, and transdisciplinary 

boundaries. The assignment is built on a foundational assumption that textiles engage with 

human needs, and as result, objects and materials are often encoded with tolerances or 

negotiations in response to human need. For this assignment, students are asked to rapidly 

envision a textile-based solution to portable shelters and explore how they encode dignity, 

protection, comfort, and joy in their portable shelter. Mateus-Berr suggests this assignment is an 

example of how young people can use the arts explore their assumptions, possibilities, and future 

roles in global priorities and local needs in their communities and cultures. The work of Mateus-

Berr is supporting young people to reimagine how the arts can support social change and is much 

akin to this research approach in working with young people to reimagine role and function of 

arts organizations. 

There was also an equally important distinction in this research about transformational 

change. One example of transformational change is in Korea. The arts are considered an essential 

part of advancing equity, justice, and human rights in Korean society and play an integral role in 

shifting a lexicon of social integration towards social transformation (Kim, 2019). To illustrate 

this, Kim (2019) highlights how Korean education and cultural policy have recognized a 
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multicultural turn in Korean society. Art education has pivoted to offer young people an 

opportunity to express, communicate, empathize, and explore identity rather than assimilate into 

Korean culture. Furthermore, Kim suggests mapping keywords in journal articles and social 

media related to arts education over 15 years to include historically marginalized groups, such as 

people with disabilities and newcomers, and using more tolerant language to foster diversity in 

Korean society. Like Chung Tiam Fook’s (2017) view of transformational adaptation, Kim’s 

view of social transformation is applied at a wider and larger scale than much of the 

transformational change done in single organizations. These perspectives are important to 

include, as they demonstrate how groups seek change efforts that are part of a larger world.  

The potential for young people to use the arts in radical and transformational activities 

ties to concepts commonly found in arts literature as well. For example, from literature studies, 

Clark et al. (2017) state,  

Worlds are never entirely new; they emerge out of old worlds and reshape them, a 

prerequisite that means worldmaking is always at least transformative but also potentially 

powerful or subversive. We are constantly in the business of transforming the world 

around us. Scientists create new worlds through the combination of chemicals and the 

alteration of substances. We transform the land into farms and oil into motion. Painters 

transform light, substance, emotion, and social conditions into images. Historians convert 

events into knowledge. The world is constantly becoming. (p. 2) 

Similarly, when young people create an art form, such as a dance, the activity produces symbols 

and routines for other members of society to explore the emerging values of youth (Hickey-

Moody, 2012). Furthermore, young people are often at the forefront of discoveries and cultural 

changes, such as when young people in Shinjuku, Japan, painted a village of simple cardboard 
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shelters to raise awareness and media attention of the complex social challenges of homelessness 

(Cassegård, 2014). In an interview with Luckett (2020), Freddie Hendricks, leader of the Youth 

Ensemble of Atlanta, noted that through intention, process, and performance, people can be 

brought together across cultures and barriers to witness the possibility of a new reality:  

Change was the agenda. If you put something out in the world, it catches. I believe with 

all my heart that we were instrumental in bringing awareness to the national community 

about apartheid in South Africa. And I am grateful that we were even a part of the many 

groups and organizations that helped bring light to apartheid in South Africa and its 

impact on its citizens. (p. 215)  

Across the world, the arts, be it through a transformational material, radical application, or the 

performance of young people, help us advance and prototype societal change. 

Summary 

This literature review explored the topics of youth engagement, youth-adult partnerships, 

arts organizations, and radical and transformational change. Specifically, it unearths that arts 

organizations and the arts can actively support youth engagement in practice through meaningful 

youth-adult partnerships. Further, looking towards the future, it is evident that young people’s 

meaningful engagement in the arts and arts organizations may contribute to and facilitate 

transformative and/or radical changes in society. Drawing from the meaningful engagement 

literature, this research sought to meaningfully engage young people to imagine the creative 

possibilities of the arts and arts organizations for the future. The methodology used to address 

what arts organizations could become in the future is described in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology 

Young people were at the heart of this inquiry to envision what arts organizations could 

become in the future to young people. As such, this research rests on an ontological orientation 

that assumes numerous realities exist, including many young people’s realities and perspectives. 

Krane et al. (2021) suggest that contemporary research methods involving young people have 

evolved to be co-designed by young people, as their authentic and uncoerced participation leads 

to a richer understanding of problems young people face than did previous research conventions 

that favoured absolute neutrality in the design. This action-oriented research project sought to 

meaningfully engage young people to create new knowledge about how arts organizations can 

transform and evolve into the future. This inquiry embraced action research engagement (ARE) 

as a methodology informed by tenets of participatory action research (PAR), youth participatory 

action research (YPAR), and critical participatory action research (CPAR). ARE, PAR, YPAR, 

and CPAR are part of the methodological family of action research, with CPAR and YPAR 

being derivatives of participatory action research.  

In this chapter, I introduce the action-oriented research methodologies and stances that 

informed this inquiry. I then introduce the arts-based and dialogic methods employed in this 

inquiry. This is followed by a description of how this study was conducted. This chapter closes 

with the ethical considerations used for working with young people and in the unique 

circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Action Research 

AR is a systematic research methodology that uses cycles of reflection while prioritizing 

practical application (Willis & Edwards, 2014). AR is celebrated for meaningfully involving 

participants in the research process (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016) and balancing emancipatory, 
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interpretive, and critical strengths in creating valuable, practical knowledge (Wood & Zuber-

Skerritt, 2019). AR research is often deployed with participants adapting to live, emerging 

contexts and requires researchers to be curious and unlearn their assumptions of a controlled 

outcome (Willis & Edwards, 2014). AR researchers can address these assumptions by inviting 

reflexive practices to help deepen the commitment from participants and researchers on how they 

share ownership and participation in the research inquiry (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). One 

limitation of AR is that it often takes time, where cycles of testing and refining research can be a 

limitation in research, as fitting solutions often happen after multiple cycles have been 

customized by the organization of people (Willis & Edwards, 2014). In addition, AR presents a 

challenge in the context of a thesis, as its contributions can arise after the thesis is complete 

(Zuber‐Skerritt & Fletcher, 2007). Recognizing this limitation, I employed a variation of AR 

called “Action Research Engagement” (ARE; Rowe et al., 2013, p. 19) that fit this research 

inquiry.  

Situating ARE as a Form of Action Research 

The ARE model creates an intentional transition from researchers to organizational 

leaders in the late stages of an action research cycle, rather than having the researcher see all the 

phases through (Rowe et al., 2013). As demonstrated in Figure 8, the ARE model starts with four 

stages of facilitation to develop  “readiness for change” within an organization. The facilitation is 

followed by a fifth stage, a transfer period of the ownership, in which organizational partners 

reconstruction and recontextualize the change efforts. The final four stages suggest the 

organizational partners sponsor and evaluate the action in their contexts.  
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Figure 8 

The Action Research Engagement Model7 

 

Note. AR = Action Research; ARE = Action Research Engagement 

ARE is well suited to this research, as it supports participants to explore perspectives and 

then gets arts organizations ready to participate in AR or continue the AR process (Rowe et al., 

2013). In the context of this research, I would work to hand over the research process to ECAH 

and Space Blanket, where they could apply the learning from this thesis to further transform their 

organizations.  

 

7 “Action Research Engagement: Creating the Foundation for Organizational Change, “ by W. E. Rowe, M. Graff, 
N. Agger-Gupta, E. Piggot-Irvine, & B. Harris, 2013. ALARA Monograph Series (Action Learning Action Research 
Association Inc), (Monograph No. 5), p. 20. Copyright 2013, by W. E. Rowe. 
(https://supestore.sydney.edu.au/jspcart/cart/Product.jsp?nID=902&nCategoryID=26 [graphic p. 20]) 
Reproduced with permission. 
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Participatory Action Research  

Both ECAH and Space Blanket are organizations that value participation, and much of 

their programming involves public participation. Therefore, it was essential to look at the 

methodology of PAR to explore how it might inform this study. Schubotz et al. (2019) argue that 

PAR is an approach to research that produces change or the prospect of change. Furthermore, 

PAR involves inviting people into research cycles using non-hierarchical and action-orientated 

transformative research practices (Schubotz et al., 2019). PAR’s participatory emphasis is on 

what people are doing in the current environment to solve their problems (McIntyre, 2008). At 

the same time, the action-orientated dimensions of PAR are about energizing practice towards 

alliance-building, action, and reflection (McIntyre, 2008). PAR is exceptionally flexible and 

allows for movement between scholar-led and practitioner-led inquiry (Chen et al., 2018). The 

PAR researcher takes a facilitative approach to be a co-learner and catalyzes participants ’

ambitions rather than offer blueprints for change (Chevalier & Buckles, 2013). 

One challenge in PAR is that it takes as long as the participants need for each research 

phase, making it challenging to fit into a master’s thesis (Lawson et al., 2015). Recognizing this 

challenge, PAR was not a methodology I employed; however, I drew upon the central tenet of 

active participation throughout the process. Furthermore, in working with young people in a 

critical, reflexive, and emancipatory way, I also looked towards CPAR and YPAR as 

methodological orientations that informed this work. 

Critical Participatory Action Research 

CPAR is an integral orientation to this research given the current state of the world where 

the overlapping dynamics of intersectionality, race, privilege, and reconciliation are pervasive 

and cannot be ignored. CPAR as a methodology highlights knowledge from individuals and 
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social groups through the storytelling of resistance and injustice (Miranda et al., 2020). The 

critical dimension of CPAR seeks to explore the dynamics of intersectionality, highlighting 

unevenness in how we experience and participate in problem-solving (Fine & Torre, 2019), and 

dismantle current conceptualizations of knowing for oneself and others (Fine & Torre, 2019). 

CPAR research can be transformational for the researchers, as it brings out the logistical and 

extensional tensions and insists researchers consider them (Sandwick et al., 2018). Given this 

research happened during COVID-19, an increasing focus on climate change, reconciliation, and 

within a focus on anti-racism, equity, diversity, and inclusion, it felt important to situate 

emancipation within this inquiry. While the methodology of this study is not CPAR, some of the 

central tenets of CPAR underpin this work. Further, a critical approach to PAR can help young 

people who may face inequality find their voice in the research process (Wearing, 2015)—a 

concept that is at the heart of YPAR. 

Youth Participatory Action Research  

YPAR is a cyclical process of learning and action done with young people to engage 

them in research and developing solutions to problems they face (Bozlak & Kelly, 2015). YPAR 

practices are designed to be respectful of young people, value young people’s stories (Hawke et 

al., 2018), and commit resources to the emergence and perspectives of youth voices (Bettencourt, 

2018). YPAR helps impart developmental skills within the research process to support young 

people’s agency and capacity (Bozlak & Kelly, 2015). Aligned with CPAR, YPAR is also a 

helpful approach to dismantle and rebuild power structures to enable meaningful participation of 

youth in research (Caraballo et al., 2017). Call-Cummings and colleagues (2020) suggest that 

YPAR is greatly informed by CPAR, inviting insights, perspectives, and criticisms from young 

people about their realities and letting go of long-held assumptions and beliefs about young 
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people and their worlds. Furthermore, Scorza et al. (2017) assert that “in YPAR lies the potential 

to advance a social justice and pedagogically empowering approach to educating youth who have 

been marginalized along the lines of race, class, gender, sexuality, and other axes of socially 

constructed difference” (p. 140). 

To meaningfully engage in YPAR requires the researcher to let go of the traditional ideas 

about young people’s engagement in research and requires a balancing of the tensions adults and 

youth bring to participation, purpose, and level of analysis (Brion-Meisels & Alter, 2018). YPAR 

research requires a willingness to challenge educational norms in universities (Caraballo et al., 

2017) and barriers in schools (Call-Cummings et al., 2020) and research norms (Bettencourt, 

2018). Further, Bettencourt (2018) suggests that YPAR recognizes unequal and diverse forms of 

participation among young people and that the value of YPAR is in contributing to a research 

process rather than a conventional research product. Further, Bettencourt suggests YPAR 

research has several logistical challenges and requires a profound commitment to reflective and 

cyclical practice. Lastly, Bettencourt’s advocacy for YPAR ultimately calls YPAR a stance rather 

than a formal methodology. This inquiry has been informed by Bettencourt’s view of YPAR as a 

stance to inform the research design rather than a pure methodological approach.  

Research Methodology Summary 

In summary, this action research applied the ARE model and was informed by the tenets 

of PAR, CPAR, and YPAR. The ARE model supported ECAH and Space Blanket in engaging in 

this research and action the research findings within their practices with young people. An 

emphasis on CPAR supported a focus on dismantling conventional ways of knowing about arts 

organizations by engaging young people. In contrast, the principles of PAR and YPAR supported 
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young people to be active co-inquirers within the research process and privilege their unique 

perspectives and insights. 

Research Methods 

Two primary research methods were utilized in this research to engage young people and 

adults working in arts organizations. The first type of method employed was an arts-based 

method that used a series of digital MURAL Boards to capture arts-based input about young 

people’s hopes and aspirations for arts organizations and young people and adult reflections on 

young people’s contributions. The second method employed was a small group dialogue; two 

sessions were held. The first group dialogue brought young people together to discuss the 

findings from the arts-based method, and the second session, conversation café, brought young 

people and adults together. In this section, I offer a theoretical overview of arts-based methods 

and small group dialogue, followed by an explanation of how the study was conducted. 

Arts-Based Research Methods 

Arts-based research (ABR) methods use the transformative power of the arts in research 

inquiries to explore people’s perspectives and insights (van der Vaart et al., 2018). ABR methods 

can include drawing, photography, dance, poetry, song, or other forms of art whereby 

participants can express themselves (Wang et al., 2017). ABR methods alone are not enough to 

lead to insights in research; instead, activities, reflections, and memories are often used to draw 

out participants ’perspectives and actions (Sutherland, 2012). ABR methods can bring forth a 

new kind of inquiry, as the researchers can accommodate and aggregate thinking from outside 

their perspective (Rolling, 2016). Further, ABR methods are accessible through their flexibility 

and draw people to the evocative parts of a phenomenon (Leavy, 2014). ABR methods share a 

close history in emancipatory practices, and if used carefully, the arts can be of great importance 
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in examining oppression in the social sciences (Conrad & Campbell, 2008). ABR methods can 

be facilitated face-to-face with hand-made arts or via virtual creative technology; however, 

specific considerations are required in both settings to ensure both a meaningful experience and 

accessibility (Ward & Shortt, 2020).  

Given the current global pandemic environment, it is particularly worth noting how ABR 

methods can be applied virtually. One limitation of ABR is that participants may feel shame in 

their ability to create art, and attention in the research design needs to account for creating a 

supportive environment (Ward & King, 2020). ABR methods suited this inquiry, as ECAH and 

Space Blanket are arts-based organizations that strongly emphasize people’s comfort and 

accessibility with arts engagement. Further, ABR methods can be helpful to engage young 

people meaningfully  

Small-Group Communication and Dialogue 

Small group communication or dialogue was the second method employed in this 

research. Small group research suggests that research methods that bring people together in small 

groups have a legacy of consensus, creativity, cohesion, and interdisciplinary action (Emich et 

al., 2020). Small group communication is a research method that draws from the communication 

shared in groups as small as three people or as large as 20 people who typically share a similar 

environment or common goal (Allen, 2017). Further, Allen (2017) suggests that small group 

communication leverages emotion and different perspectives people bring to proposed problems, 

resulting in novel insights not accessible by the individual participants.  

In the context of this research, the small group communication method provided an 

opportunity to validate the MURAL findings from the MURALs, engage in first-order analysis 

with young people about the findings from the MURAL, and share young people’s perspectives 
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with, and engage in dialogues between young people and adults. The small group 

communication method was co-developed by young people, Demi London, and myself. In 

essence, the small group communication incorporated elements of participatory analysis and a 

conversation café, which are both discussed in this section. To further clarify that this method 

does not strictly adhere to a single method, I have opted to use the term group dialogue.  

Participatory Analysis. Vallianatos (2021) suggests that participatory analysis is a 

process of breaking down text through trusting relationships plus discerning and summarizing 

themes to help inform understanding of an area of knowledge. Participatory analysis benefits 

from generous amounts of time for consultation, exploration of the data, and developing 

expectations of the process. Further, Conrad (2021) asserts that participatory methods “allow the 

young people to focus on experiential knowledge as a way of delving into understanding their 

personal lives—a point of reference that only they understand” (p. 21). Media and arts-based 

approaches to participatory analysis, when approached flexibly, can help young people tap into 

trust and personal agency in research. For example, rather than the conventional analyzing of 

text, starting, stopping, and editing media can tap into young people’s competency with media 

(Rodríguez & Brown, 2009). 

Furthermore, Conrad (2021) suggests that participatory analysis with young people 

benefits from actively acknowledging researcher bias. In addition, eliciting genuine data for 

analysis from young people suggests a careful balance of not overburdening young participants 

with responsibilities, but also mitigating the influence of adult mentors. This research modified 

small group communication methods, notably the Conversation Café (n.d.), to account for the 

participatory analysis with young people.  
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Conversation Café. Lipmanowicz and McCandless (2016) describe a conversation café 

as a format for group dialogue that engages groups of 5-7 people to make sense of profound 

challenges. A conversation café session begins with a brief introduction to a shared challenge 

and some suggested agreements for a 35-60 minute dialogue. Hosts of conversations cafés treat 

the dialogue like a dinner party, encouraging each person to speak while balancing the need for 

spontaneous conversation. Some principles of the conversation café did not fit this research 

inquiry. For example, the creators of the conversation café assert that networking should be 

forbidden and that a single host should guide the conversation café, encouraging everyone to 

speak using a talking object (Conversation Café, n.d.). We opted to forgo these dynamics, noting 

that some young people preferred to share their thoughts in a written document rather than speak 

in the session. In addition, networking with others was an action young people valued in this 

method. Finally, this method was open to young people sharing the role of host, commanding 

this research direction as they see fit. This inquiry enlisted an adult leader as a host, but with 

great efforts to turn over the command of the dialogue to young people wherever possible. 

Participants and Co-Inquirers  

As noted in the introduction, this research engaged young people as co-inquirers. In total, 

19 young people participated in this research, and all but three had affiliations with either ECAH 

or Space Blanket in the first arts-based method, the MURAL Board. In the second and third 

group dialogue methods, six of those 19 young people offered a tremendous amount of insight, 

action, facilitation, and support to this project. Eight adults within ECAH, Space Blanket, and 

other arts organizations based in Victoria also engaged in the research to listen to and respond to 

young people’s perceptions in this study.  
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Inquiry Team  

An inquiry team is a group of people who help support a research project. Inquiry team 

members help in the research design, collection, and analysis of the inquiry. Collaborating with 

others helped strengthen this project and reduce possible biases from outside my experience.  

Given that this inquiry engaged young people, I planned to recruit two young individuals 

involved in programming to sit on my inquiry team. The intention was to ask two young people 

to assist in designing the ABR methods, supporting recruitment, and participating in and/or 

reviewing the analysis for the ABR methods. If interested, they had the option to participate or 

co-host the final sessions. Unfortunately, while a few young people expressed initial interest, 

none responded to the further electronic communications. However, as noted previously, the six 

young people who participated in the second and third methods were exceptionally committed to 

this research inquiry as a collective and, in many ways, exceeded what I had hoped for in an 

inquiry team. It should be noted that their participation was preceded by knowing their 

participation would be collective and supported by an arts leader they trusted and respected.  

The research began being informed by two adults who had recently been in a youth arts 

program or had experience working with youth arts programming. These people offered input 

into the research design; however, with the demands of the pandemic, they were not able to assist 

with method facilitation or review and assist with data analysis. Three MA Leadership cohort 

members also took part in the inquiry team. These cohort members helped assist with the 

methods facilitation, recruitment, and data analysis process and served as my sounding board 

throughout the process. All members of the inquiry team signed a confidentiality agreement (see 

Appendix A). 
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Study Conduct 

The first iteration of this inquiry was structured to help young people share their 

aspirations for arts organizations, collaborate on finding themes, and present them to Raj Sen and 

local arts leaders. The central actor and sponsor of the action in this inquiry was intended to be 

Raj Sen, and when he passed away, it was difficult to state who or what would champion the 

remaining action of this inquiry. However, with the graceful and elegant support from Demi 

London and Laura-Beth, young people showed remarkable resolve, compassion, and enthusiasm 

for conducting this research. I now explain how the study was conducted in further detail.  

Participant Recruitment 

The first iteration of this research, designed for Open Space, had intended to invite local 

arts leaders to explore new directions with young people in a final community forum. The 

intention of connecting with arts leaders, both adults and young people, seemed appropriate to 

the revised project done with ECAH and Space Blanket. Adult leaders from the responding arts 

organizations and schools responded to that invitation. 

Due to the COVID-10 pandemic restrictions, recruitment for this research used virtual 

methods. The primary tool for outreach was a recruitment research poster (Appendix B). The 

poster was sent as a PDF to arts organizations working with and/or connected to young people, 

and many shared the poster through their email newsletters and social media channels. An 

information letter about the study was also shared (see Appendix C).  

Young people interested in the research were asked to contact me via email to express 

their interest. Initially, young people were then sent an invitation from me, the primary 

investigator (see Appendix D), to review the information form (see Appendix C) and consent 

form (see Appendix E), which triggered an invitation to engage with the MURAL Board. Early 
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on, young people indicated that this process was cumbersome. As such, a revised process was 

developed, where I sent out an email that foregrounded the study information letter. It included a 

2-minute video that gave context to the study, demonstrated how MURAL could be used, and 

had a QR Code linked directly to the consent form (Appendix F).  

The consent form was a Google Form. It asked young people to consent to participate in 

the study, confirm their age (between 15-24 years), note how they heard about the study, and 

complete an optional field about their preferred pronouns (see Appendix G). A total of nine 

participants completed the optional open field for preferred pronouns, and in this field, six 

identified as She/Her and three as He/Him. 

In the third research method, the group dialogue, adult leaders were invited to take part in 

a closing dialogue about the future of arts organizations (see Appendix H). Eight adult leaders 

who responded to the first requests were invited to participate in a MURAL Board and dialogue 

similar to the second session. Adults were sent a similar research package (see Appendix F) and 

consent form link (see Appendix I) as previously mentioned. Five identified their preferred 

pronouns as She/Her one adult identified as They/Them.  

Engagement One: Virtual MURAL 

The first ABR engagement was the creation of a virtual mural wall. The MURAL wall 

was meant to gather youth voices and perspectives about the future of arts organizations. The 

MURAL platform’s primary function is like a digital blank canvas and can accept text, media, 

and visual art. Depending on the desired facilitation, users can modify, arrange, shape, colour 

code, and expand and highlight their visual and data contributions. For example, MURAL can 

arrange questions so there is an opportunity to answer between questions or to group answers 

near other like-minded responses. In addition, I created a short video for participants (André-
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Brown, 2021) to demonstrate how MURAL works and the expectations of the method. The 

mural wall included three questions that are captured in a MURAL screenshot presented in 

Figure 9. 

Figure 9 

An Example of a MURAL Board with Three Questions about the Arts 

 

The first mural wall was open for six weeks, and young people were invited to draw, 

write, or use images or memes to engage and share their responses/perspectives. Most of the 

input was text-based. However, one of the boards did include paper drawings that were 

photographed and added to the MURAL Board for others to see. Nineteen young people offered 

contributions to the MURAL Board.  

Debriefing Engagement One. Following this first engagement activity, a debrief 

meeting was held with four young people to explore the session and prepare for and introduce 

the next engagement. As a result, the second research method transformed to fit the new and 

emerging context. Debriefing Engagement One informed a change in the second research 

method. The initial process, started with Open Space Arts Society, imagined that a single 

delegate from each of the MURAL Boards in Engagement One would be recruited into the 
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inquiry team to help inform the analysis and co-create a third research method. However, the 

second method changed as young people at Space Blanket saw that within their environment and 

with the support of Demi London, they could produce an open and accessible virtual space for all 

willing young people to attend, not just delegates as originally imagined.  

Further, I had intended the second session to be purely about summarizing the first 

session and offering a space to converge those distillations to a fun creative-based product (e.g. 

sculpture, design, poem, songs, drama, etc.) within our MURAL activity. Ultimately in our 

debrief, the session generated conversations about just how laborious art-making is for young 

people, and the desire for accessibility to connect with other young people was paramount. I was 

glad we had this debrief session, as it introduced some of the concerns around education and 

accessibility. In addition, this debrief session helped reconstruct and adapt this research to a 

method that would serve young people at ECAH and Space Blanket, rather than one designed for 

the Open Space Arts Society. 

Engagement Two: Virtual MURAL Board and Group Dialogue with Young People  

Following the first MURAL Board method, four young people participated in a group 

dialogue method using Zoom. In this second session, four young people explored the responses 

and comments found across the MURAL Boards in engagement one. In addition to the debrief 

session after the first engagement method, this second engagement offered a first-order analysis 

of the findings through participatory analysis.  

These four young people reflected on the research data, offered their insights about what 

the data meant to them, and identified the core themes emerging from the MURAL Boards. 

However, rather than explicitly focusing on the themes that emerged from the MURAL Boards, 
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participants chose to highlight their own perspectives and insights about the arts ’benefits, 

constraints, and opportunities.  

To check for validity, I created a document that included the concepts from the first 

session, with additional details and summaries from the second session. I emailed this to the 19 

young people who took part in the inquiry (see Appendix J). As suggested by de Medeiros 

(2014), the material was approached to be jargon-free, non-ageist, and supported young people 

sharing their voice and expressing themselves.  

Debriefing Engagement Two. Finally, we began to plot what would be necessary for the 

third session, connecting with other young people and other adult leaders. Initially, the third and 

final method was a 2-hour workshop with adult leaders of arts and youth-based organizations and 

young people from the study. However, due to the many people grieving Raj Sen’s loss or noting 

a level of fatigue with group calls in the pandemic, it seemed more appropriate to have an on-

demand or flexible approach. To that end, the fourth MURAL for adult arts leaders was created 

to give arts leaders a similar experience with MURAL and review the results of the first two 

methods.  

The debriefing of Engagement Two was a short 20-minute meeting that happened after 

the second engagement and before the third engagement. This session offered a sense of comfort 

to young people to reflect on the second method. It also offered a moment to field questions and 

suggest what would be necessary for the third method, focusing on education and accessibility 

and future networking. The young people in this debrief and I concluded that it would be positive 

if all young people could be invited, rather than just adult leaders at arts organizations. After the 

young people had a chance to confirm a summary of the engagement, two adult arts leaders were 
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offered to review this document (see Appendix J) and take part in a final engagement using 

MURAL and group dialogue.  

Engagement Three: Virtual MURAL Board and Group Dialogue with Young People and 

Adults 

The final method brought young people and leaders from arts organizations together. The 

third method was intended to explore the findings of the first two methods and make actionable 

steps for the future. All young people and adult leaders who participated across the various 

methods received invitations to attend (see Appendix K). Given COVID-19; the third method 

was also facilitated virtually using Zoom, a multiuser video chat platform. 

A presentation of the broad findings from the first two methods was made available 

before the session (see Appendix L). Before this activity, adults were invited to reflect on the 

summary of findings from young people. The questions in this MURAL Board were kept to two 

questions to respect co-inquiries time. An example of the MURAL questions posed are 

illustrated in Figure 10. While six arts leaders populated the adult MURAL Board, many of them 

noted a challenge with using MURAL on mobile devices. Therefore, I converted the MURAL to 

a PDF, accepted a few phone/video calls with adult leaders, and summarized their thoughts into 

themes. A fifth MURAL Board was open for young people to offer further reflections on the 

same questions; however, no one participated in this additional MURAL Board.  
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Figure 10 

MURAL Board Four Two Questions for Adults about Their Reflections and Commitments to 

Young People 

 

 

The process began with a round of introductions with co-inquirers, followed by 

reflections of the current state of arts organizations and possible future actions of arts 

organizations, young people, and the research team. The group also had an open discussion and 

questions from the young people and adult leaders. The questions from the group were about 

available resources, what commitments would group members like to take moving forward, and 

finally, what had been the learning of this inquiry? A tremendous amount of admiration and 

networking occurred at this session. The group agreed that some form of future coalition or 

centralization of arts and young people is sorely needed.  

Debriefing Engagement Three: As the first order of analysis, I drafted transcripts from 

a recording of this conversation and explored the findings with my inquiry team. Following the 

third method, a MURAL Board was created, maintained, and eventually destroyed by the inquiry 
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team to display how these conversations related to other contributions in this study. All 

participants from all methods were welcome to contribute and explore the findings in a final 

MURAL Board and offer second-order analysis. This MURAL Board employed gentle, 

reflective prompts for ECAH, Space Blanket, adult leaders, and young people to consider as their 

organizations mature.  

Data Analysis 

All data collected throughout this research were thematically analyzed. Thematic analysis 

is a process in which researchers use both data and epistemological orientation as an anchor to 

explore how the researcher thinks about their journey with phenomena (Braun et al., 2019). 

Thematic analysis is a process in which researchers familiarize themselves, define the data, and 

eventually report what they see (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Where possible, the first-order data 

analysis was done with young people through participatory analysis: for example, the second 

engagement and in the closing MURAL Board. Special attention was provided to giving young 

people their own anonymous spaces to take part in the analysis, separate from adults, as adults 

and young people can interpret results differently (Driessnack & Furukawa, 2012). All second-

order data analysis was conducted by me and the inquiry team using thematic analysis. Further 

detail is provided about how data were analyzed from the MURAL Board and the group 

dialogue. 

MURAL Board 

The MURAL Board is ideal for participatory data analysis, particularly during a 

pandemic, as it uses a digital interface to collapse, reduce, amplify, relate, rearrange, and 

combine voices and perspectives. I conducted a second-order thematic analysis, guided by 
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themes developed in the first-order analysis. For more detail about the data that emerged through 

the MURAL Board, please see the Outputs section. 

Group Dialogue 

In the second method, co-inquirers engaged in a first-order thematic analysis to identify 

emerging themes from the MURAL wall. One consideration in working with those new to 

research, including young people and arts organization leaders, was to ensure that distracting 

variables from data analysis called chart junk are kept to a minimum (Tufte, 2007). For example, 

in bringing together multiple MURAL Boards to explore with young people, I tried to keep 

extraneous labels, distracting markers from the tutorial out of the analysis process (see Figures 

11, 12, and 13). After the second method, I did a second-order thematic analysis and in addition 

tried to reflect the arts-based ambitions of this research by creating a MURAL Board of the 

second-order analysis and using colour and shapes to display themes and results. 

Ethical Considerations  

This research was approved by Royal Roads University’s Research Ethics Board in 

accordance with Royal Roads University’s (2020) ethics policy and the Canadian Institutes of 

Health Research, Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, and Social 

Sciences and Humanities Research Council’s (Tri-Council; 2018) policy statement and its three 

guiding principles: “respect for persons, respect for welfare, [and] justice” (p. 6). I speak to the 

ethical considerations of this study as they relate to these three guiding principles.  

Free, Informed, and Ongoing Consent 

For research to be aligned with the Tri-Council’s (2018) Tri-Council Policy Statement: 

Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans, Chiang et al. (2015) argue that researchers 

have a duty to ensure that people are participating in research inquiry freely and, as such, are 
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aware of the risks involved in research. Chiang et al. also assert that consent is an ongoing 

process, and for research to be in line with the Tri-Council, researchers need to ensure necessary 

conditions between the researcher and participants for people to exercise the capacity to make 

choices about participation and withdrawal. Further, Chiang et al. demonstrate it is vital that 

research participants are not deceived into accepting risks or misunderstanding the severity of 

risks involved.  

Participation in this research was voluntary, and there were no repercussions if people 

chose not to participate. The research invitations (see Appendices D, H, and K) were written with 

clarity, so co-inquirers could make informed consent about their engagement in this inquiry. 

Young people were reminded of their right to withdraw throughout the research process to 

ensure that consent was free, informed, and ongoing (Tri-Council, 2018). Efforts were made to 

honour people’s time by being forthcoming about time constraints in the invitations to the 

process.  

Research generally requires people under 18 require a signature from an adult guardian to 

consent to participate in research; however, depending on the nature of the research, the design 

of consent should be considered (Kennan, 2015). In this research, where a person was 18 or 

younger, they were asked to assent to participation and then provided additional consent with the 

guidance of their adult guardian (see Appendices E, G, and I). 

Concern for Welfare  

Chiang et al. (2015) illustrate research that aligns with the Tri-Council’s (2018) concern 

for welfare advances the premise of free, informed, and ongoing informed consent to ensure that 

participants ’welfare is respected beyond the scope of the research inquiry. Chiang et al. illustrate 

that research processes and assertions need to be rigorous, as false claims could create harm for 
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the participants and trustworthiness of science. Further, as it is impossible to have a research 

inquiry with zero risks, for people participating to gain value from being in a study, they must 

make informed choices about the risks involved (Hand, 2018).  

The research design and conduct of this inquiry were unlikely to cause a traumatic 

disruption in welfare. Still, I proceeded with the understanding that harm could happen silently. 

In particular, Bradbury and Associates (2017) suggest that arts-based research can unleash a 

flood of powerful emotions, and preparing access to a counselor is a wise practice. This research 

asked questions unlikely to evoke such powerful emotions; however, given the current context of 

COVID-19, the current climate of declining arts funding, and movements like Black Lives 

Matter, emotions were close to the surface. As such, I had counseling resources available should 

they be required (see Appendix M). In addition, this research respected the COVID19 protocols 

issued by the Province of British Columbia (Government of British Columbia, 2021). During 

times of public declared emergency, everyone related to a research inquiry should take care to 

ensure no one is exposed to undue risk (Tri-Council, 2018). Therefore, the methods were 

delivered virtually, and there were extra considerations and ethical approvals in that the arts-

based research did not violate any quarantine or social distancing protocols.  

Justice 

Chiang et al. (2015) suggest that research aligned with the Tri-Council (2018) aligns with 

the obligation to be just, often by thoughtful inclusion of those who have been marginalized or 

by considerations for the vulnerabilities people may experience in relation to the research. Said 

another way, treating people fairly in research requires equitable and thoughtful access (Tri-

Council, 2018). This research sought to honour young people’s perspectives and voices. 

Therefore, efforts were made to include a diverse cross-section of young people, and all young 
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people were treated equitably, and the inclusion of their intersectionality was welcomed. In the 

recruitment efforts of this research, invitations were sent to organizations advocating for diverse 

and marginalized young people. In addition, the CPAR and YPAR stances of this research 

inquiry were practiced under the assumption that while many practical constraints could be 

predicted and accommodated, some challenges might only be noticeable to the researchers or 

participants until they emerge in relation to the research process. As such, this inquiry sought to 

be just by offering to be flexible in processes to include or accommodate young people and 

adults as they needed. 

Recognizing this research was centred on valuing the insights and perspectives of young 

people, I sought to recognize young people as valuable contributors and co-inquirers. 

Throughout the research, I made efforts to clarify that this research inquiry was about facilitating 

knowledge and action and that those taking part were not having their stories extracted to turn 

into intellectual property. To that end, to be respectful of the collaborative aims, I have referred 

to research participants of the inquiry as co-inquirers. I was tempted to call those participating in 

the inquiry co-researchers; however, one limitation is that the copyright structure of the final 

publication does not include co-ownership. Nevertheless, I made efforts to ensure co-inquirers 

were informed of the research agendas and processes through clear disclaimers in the research 

invitations (see Appendices D, H, and K) that any artwork that emerged remains the property of 

the artist. Furthermore, this inquiry was explicit that any art used in this project was for 

collective understanding. The final thesis and oral defence are outputs that I hope will be 

grounding moments for ECAH, Space Blanket, and the young people who participated in this 

inquiry.  
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Acknowledging My Power and Privilege as a Researcher  

Lastly, I acknowledge that I have perceived power by virtue of my age and as a graduate 

student centring my research with young people, and I reinforced that my role in the research 

process was not as an expert with power but as facilitator and co-learner. In acknowledging my 

perceived power, I sought to recognize my impact on the research environment (Korzh, 2015). In 

practice, I had initially prepared to facilitate the research with a list of questions, yet was also 

open to letting the young people or their trusted allies at ECAH facilitate the process. In the 

earliest stages of the inquiry, the trusted allies’ presence, introduction, and re-framing of the 

questions were vital to young people feeling comfortable enough to participate. In the later 

stages of the inquiry, young people formulated the questions and steered the direction of the 

conversation themselves, thus reorganizing some of the power dynamics at play. 

Limitations 

This inquiry had several limitations that helped defined the scope of the research. This 

research took place during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, and social distancing 

measures were in place to restrict in-person gatherings to discourage the possible transmission of 

the COVID-19 virus. The impact of the pandemic led to a virtual research process, limited 

sample size, as well as limitations to what kinds of arts organizations were offering programing. 

Further, some of the contributions offered were unconfirmed reports, which fell outside the 

dimensions of this study. Finally, this section suggests inquiries beyond these limitations could 

be helpful for future inquires.  

Virtual Research Process 

Due to the in-person restrictions for gathering during the COVID-19 pandemic, this 

research relied on digital engagement to facilitate recruitment and access to digital means to 
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engage in the research. It is likely that a virtual approach to research may have impacted who 

participated and did not participate in this research. In addition, the social distancing measures 

may have influenced how young people see the future of arts organizations. Finally, for adults 

using the MURAL Board, many adult leaders felt confused by the browser-based software. Some 

tried to operate MURAL from a mobile device, which ended up being frustrating to them. I 

offered adult leaders the opportunity to talk to me directly, summarizing their contributions into 

a text box. 

Limited Sample  

This research engaged 19 young people in Victoria, BC, between the ages of 15 and 24. 

While informative, this relatively small sample size did not offer a complete or comprehensive 

view of young people’s perspectives in Victoria about the arts and arts organizations. In addition, 

this inquiry did not engage young people living outside of Victoria: for example, those living in 

rural settings, which might have offered different lenses or insights. Finally, all respondents 

noted an affiliation to an arts-based organization or school—most of whom had an affiliation 

with ECAH and Space Blanket, The limitation here would be that given most of the participants 

were from either ECAH or Space Blanket, the findings can not be generalized to youth engaged 

with other art organizations in Victoria, or other parts of BC might have responded to the 

questions. 

Unconfirmed Reports 

Within the second and third research methods, both young people and adults offered 

input by sharing stories of people outside this inquiry who had negative experiences within arts 

organizations. As it was impossible to confirm these reports with those directly impacted by the 

scenarios, I have elected to omit these stories for clarity and respect for their privacy. That said, 
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this inquiry benefited from having enough similar narratives that adequately addressed the 

central concern expressed in those stories. Perhaps, future research can be designed to examine 

the power of shared narratives related to young people and the arts.  

Ageism 

A limitation to this inquiry is that it did not specifically foreground a critical definition of 

ageism or youth-adult partnership. For example, adults in this inquiry were asked to reflect on 

the findings then consider appreciative approaches to behaviour change, which were presented in 

MURAL Board 4, without guidance or exploration of an anti-ageist framework. While adults did 

later reflect on systemic challenges that impact elders and young people taking part in arts 

organizations in the CRD (Group Dialogue 2), future studies that put an emphasis on defining the 

specific dimensions of ageism and youth-adult partnerships would likely help people to speak to 

a more concise understanding of their accountability and authority of the age-related challenges 

prevalent in arts organizations. Further, there is an opportunity for arts-based research to 

examine how ageism has influenced media and arts production to further strengthen arts-based 

research.  

Intersectionality 

Another limitation is that this inquiry did not privilege intersectionality or the 

overlapping, intersecting identities of young people. Carastathis (2016) suggests intersectionality 

is best described as a way of thinking informed by the history of Black feminist’s political 

motivations and theoretical concerns to animate and explore our understanding the essential and 

categorical views of identity. Carastathis illustrates that as a research methodology, 

intersectionality offers the analytical benefits of simultaneity, complexity, irreducibility, and 

inclusivity in exploring both the individual and collective identity in research. This study relied 
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on two organizational partnerships, both of which had their own criteria for membership and 

processes for encouraging diversity or protecting anonymity in the young people in their 

organization. In an effort to avoid pathologizing young people, this study did not group or collect 

information on young people’s diverse, overlapping identities. In preparing for the group 

dialogues, young people were asked if they wanted to foreground the inquiry process with a land 

acknowledgement or a social location exercise, and they chose not to. A clear benefit for future 

studies would be to privilege the voice of young people and their trusted leaders to more 

equitably examine the individual and collective experiences of young people, while being 

intentional about intersectionality in the arts.   

Exploring How Young People Conceptualize the Arts 

Lastly, this research did not explicitly ask young people to define the arts and share the 

kinds of art that they actively engage with or enjoy. Through informal conversation, young 

people expressed a clear interest in visual arts, literary arts, media arts, and textile arts, with only 

one young person mentioning the performing arts. There is a clear opportunity for future 

research to explore the arts more generally, with an emphasis on the performing arts, such as 

dance or theatre.  

Contribution and Application 

In closing, my focus was to help leadership in arts organizations imagine a future with the 

courageous imaginations of young people. One of the resonating points towards the end of this 

inquiry was that a MURAL Board, or a similar platform, could help young people organize and 

connect to opportunities in the arts. Through this inquiry, one commitment to action was that co-

inquirers of this inquiry felt they could initiate this ambition. Laura-Beth and Demi London also 

joined a local initiative to explore how art supplies and unused spaces could be repurposed for 
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arts-based programming. Shortly after this research inquiry, ECAH embarked on another 

research opportunity with young people, culminating in a group show of Indigenous and non-

Indigenous youth called  “The River We Carve” (ECAH, n.d.-b). In addition, Space Blanket has 

secured a lease on an accessible space in downtown Victoria.  

Young people were at the heart of this inquiry, and I hope that young people will have a 

place in transforming arts organizations for generations to come. I hope that this inquiry can 

produce policy for deepening young people’s contribution to arts organizations moving forward. 

I am eager to step forward on this transformative journey. 

Chapter Summary 

This research was informed by literature examining the intersections of radical change, 

transformational change, youth engagement, and arts and culture organizations. Action research 

methodologies such as ARE, PAR, CPAR and YAPR were helpful to inform the approach to this 

inquiry. The tenets of these methodologies helped young people and two emerging arts 

organizations focus on the powerful possibilities for their future efforts with young people in the 

arts. This research employed digital arts-based methods, which helped illicit young people’s 

visual and relational media ideas. The MURAL Board offered a place for young people to see 

their ideas reflected in their relationship with other young people. In the later stages of the 

research, young people analyzed the data and set new dialogue points for future research. The 

unique ethical considerations for a research inquiry involving young people were illustrated in 

this chapter. Finally, the limitations of this study and where future contributions and applications 

may be made concluded this chapter.  
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Chapter Four: Study Makings and Findings: What Do Young People See as Benefits, 

Constraints, and Opportunities for the Arts? 

I know it’s been difficult, but this [group dialogue] has been a great way to keep 

conversations going. We engage in conversation a lot amongst ourselves as a society or 

whatever, but it is really great to see this reflected in a larger community; it just 

reinforces that we are not crazy, these are real problems, and these are things worth 

pursuing and overcoming. (Group Dialogue 2)  

Explored in this chapter are the perspectives and insights offered by young people and 

adults working with young people in the arts to help answer the question at the heart of this 

inquiry: How might the courageous imaginations of young people inform the future of arts 

organizations in Victoria? Given this research focused on understanding the perspectives of 

young people, it is grounded in their voices and perspectives. As introduced in Chapter 3, Krane 

et al. (2021) argue that “by participating in studies, young people may have their own agendas 

and motives and by being experts on their own lives and settings, they have a story to tell” 

(p. 55). Furthermore, Krane et al. assert that the realities young people experience are shaped by 

young people’s participation, and as such, research methods should reflect the realities made by 

young people rather than solely what is found by adult researchers. Borrowing from Krane et 

al.’s assertion young people are active in making their own reality while research, I have opted to 

title this chapter drawing upon study makings to reflect the voices of young people and study 

findings to reflect my contribution as an adult researcher.  

Where appropriate, adult voices are included to further illustrate key themes and ideas. 

To highlight the voices of young people, I use a 10-point Lucida Console font to denote their 

contributions. Adult contributions are italicized and set in Georgia 11 point font. The comments 
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labeled personal communication are typically with ECAH or Space blanket directors or 

volunteers in discussions in advance or just after the third research method, and as such, they will 

be presented in the normal text for the body of the report, with no specific identifier provided. 

The findings presented in this chapter are organized into three major themes: benefits, 

constraints, and opportunities related to young people’s perspectives of the arts. The findings draw 

prominently from the four MURAL Boards (see Figures 11, 12, 13, & 14) and the dialogues with 

young people involved in this study. In addition, a fifth MURAL Board that reflects the arts-based 

data-analysis and the possibilities for actions proposed by young people and adults throughout the 

final methods concluding the inquiry are offered in Figure 15. To present these MURAL Boards, I 

made small adjustments to increase the shape and font size for legibility. Finally, the findings 

encourage arts organizations to consider how arts organizations can respond to the perspectives 

and aspirations of young people for the arts and arts organizations in the future.  
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Figure 11 

MURAL Board 1 
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Figure 12 

MURAL Board 2 
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Figure 13 

MURAL Board 3 
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Figure 14 

MURAL Board 4 
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Figure 15 

A Final MURAL Board That Illustrates the Participatory Data Analysis, Proposed Actions, and 

Broad Themes Suggested by Both Young People and Adults in This Inquiry (see Appendices J & 

L) 

 

 

Benefits: Now and Moving Forward 

When reflecting on the arts and arts organizations, young people in this inquiry spoke to 

the benefits the arts currently offer them and how the arts could continue to cultivate benefits for 
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young people moving forward. Young people spoke about how the arts and arts organizations 

provide a space to learn, discover, and exchange practices and ideas critical to young people and 

build relationships between themselves, others, and their own leadership in organizations and 

systems. I explore the benefits of the arts grounded in young people’s lived experiences to date 

as well as what they imagined for future spaces.  

The Arts Offer New Experiences for Learning and Discovery  

Young people in this inquiry spoke about how arts organizations offer fun opportunities 

and new experiences for learning and discovery. For example, young people in this inquiry 

wanted to see organizations offer programs such as classes and exhibitions to create works of art. 

As one young person noted on the MURAL Board, “Participants are given all the art 

supplies and taught by a facilitator, can be online or in-person . . . great 

way to get people together” (Mural Board 2). Other young people remarked on the joy of 

building skills: “I do things for fun. . . . I took a pottery class, but it is on 

my own terms, not to make money, but so I can learn a new skill” (Group 

Dialogue 1), whereas another young person spoke about the opportunity the arts offered to 

volunteer and gather generic community experience. As one young person noted: “I found 

this place through Indeed, I wanted to volunteer to get experience . . . for 

when I look for work” (personal communication).  

In addition to gathering new skills, young people in this study also spoke about how the 

arts and arts organizations offer opportunities to reflect and talk about their creativity. One young 

person noted that encouragement and clarity about their work came from taking part in a 

workshop at an arts organization “I saw no theme in my work, but now I see themes of 

vulnerability and identity I would never thought of before” (Group Dialogue 1). Further, young 
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people in this study noted that attending programming at an arts organization provides respite 

from their day-to-day obligations. One person said, “I would have dropped out of high school if I 

didn’t come here” (Group Dialogue 1), to which others in the group said the same.  

In summary, reflections from the young people in this inquiry reinforced that arts 

organizations offer opportunities to engage in new experiences. Further, these experiences also 

provided them with opportunities not just within themselves, but to cultivate learning and 

understanding with others.  

The Arts Offer an Opportunity to Build Relationships and Co-Create with Others 

Young people in this inquiry found that the arts helped them build relationships and co-

create with others. Young people spoke of the collaborative space the arts offer for young 

people. When reflecting on the value of the arts organizations for young people, young people 

appreciated “how enthusiastic young people are about art” (Mural Board 3) and 

“their willingness to collaborate” (Mural Board 1). They also spoke about how the arts 

organizations offer a community for connection. One young person shared: “I like the community 

being built between artists and the connections people are making with each other” (Mural 

Board 1). Building from this connection, young people involved in this research also spoke about 

the collective or co-creative nature of the arts.  

They spoke about the co-creation process of art production and the value of working 

together. When reflecting on the collaborative value of arts organizations to bring young people 

together, one young person offered, “[Here] I have all my friends, it’s like here is 

my idea, and I can talk to my friends and how are we going to execute it” 

(Group Dialogue 1). Another young person shared, “I think one of the best things 

about making art is doing it with other people who make art. I love being in 
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the art space with others around me. I don’t know how anyone is making art 

alone” (Group Dialogue 1).  

Repeatedly throughout the research process, young people also spoke about the power of 

how the arts offer a space to be themselves and share ideas safely. One young person said, “The 

number one thing that has changed my ability is just knowing about other 

artists, no matter how ridiculous my ideas seem, to know others have had 

similar ideas—I’m good” (Group Dialogue 1). Young people and their adult supporters 

recognized that there is capacity in the future of arts organizations for young people to use 

opportunities to co-create could benefit their relationships, offer a sense of belonging, and help 

prototypes ways of collaboration.  

Relatedly, young people spoke about the importance of nurturing connection virtually, 

but more importantly, in person. This inquiry happened in the early spring of 2021 as a social 

distancing restriction was in place due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Reflecting on this 

experience, one young person noted: 

I think a lot of the problems younger artists are facing right now are 

in part due to COVID, and there are limitations with gathering and 

forming connections and doing anything together. Nothing online feels 

real or important. This does not feel real. Even though we can gather 

online, it is not the same thing as being with people; it’s stopping 

people from making meaningful connections. In the past year or so, I 

have participated in more community-related things; they have all been 

born of physical limitations. But they still don’t feel the same as 

anything I did before [COVID-19 restrictions]. Even things I did at 

school, they are different than anything happening right now. The 

physical distance plays a huge part in a lot of young artists 

connections. (Group Dialogue 2) 
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In designing programs for young people to engage with the arts, it is important to nurture and 

support connections between young people. 

The Arts Offer Creative Ways to Co-Learn and Co-Lead 

In this inquiry, young people who participated showed a strong desire to extend their 

learning and leading through the arts. Comments on the Mural Board and in one of the Group 

Dialogues highlighted a desire for young people to have more opportunities to participate in 

leadership roles, such as having “Youth on leadership boards” (Mural Board 2) 

and having “More youth involved in paid positions” (Mural Board 3). A youth in 

one of the Group Dialogues suggested that youth could also be involved in curation and 

suggested: “It would be less scary to take part in art shows that were curated 

by youth” (Group Dialogue 1). Young people in the research also spoke about the importance 

of sharing skills and learning with/from others. One innovative example brought forth by the 

young people was the idea of skill-trading, where young people could build on their current 

capacities while also producing opportunities to lead and learn. One young person said, “It 

would be good to share. Like you know oil painting, I know graphic design, 

and we could trade” (Group Dialogue 1). Based on the insights from young people shared in 

this study, it appears that young people see themselves not just involved in the participation of 

arts organizations ’offerings, but also curation, program development, education, and 

governance. Although young people involved in this study shared that the arts can nurture 

learning, connection, and growth, they also spoke to the constraints or challenges of the arts. 

Exploring the Barriers and Constraints for Young People to Engage with the Arts 

In this section, I explore the barriers young people shared about the arts and arts 

organizations. It is important to note that while the focus of this inquiry, thus far, has been on the 
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arts and arts organizations, when discussing current challenges or constraints about the arts for 

young people, young people in this inquiry turned their attention to arts education and the 

professional arts sector. Specifically, they spoke to the challenges of the arts tending to be 

competitive, prescriptive, costly, and limited, rather than being driven by their love for the 

process of making art and their desire to enrich social systems. Further, young people spoke 

about the challenges of how young people are involved in the arts and noted that they do not 

always feel valued for what they bring to the arts and arts organizations, nor can they always 

engage in meaningful partnerships with adults. It is worth noting that while exploring many of 

the challenges presented, young people offered possibilities or solutions to overcome the 

challenges discussed. 

Young People Perceive Arts Education as Rigid and Prescriptive  

Young people in this inquiry shared that the process of arts education tends to be highly 

structured and prescriptive, rather than a liberating opportunity to share your curiosities, talents, 

and insights with others. When reflecting on art classes in public school and their structured, 

almost formulaic nature, one young person offered: 

Generally, art teachers are teaching from {the stance of} ‘this is 

class, there is a curriculum, and you need to pass this class and get 

this done’ versus being able to be in a space where I am choosing to be 

here. I am choosing to be an artist. (Group Dialogue 1) 

Another young person shared their frustrations about how arts education tends to focus on set 

rules and outputs rather than a focus on process. Reflecting on their experiences in art class, they 

shared:  

I don’t hate instructions. I only want instructions if I am able to 

reject them if I want to. The instruction is okay if it gives new 
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ideas. I don’t like just getting black paint and being told to paint a 

black cat. (Group Dialogue 1) 

Reflecting on the process of creating a portfolio to apply to university, one young person shared 

their anxiety about needing to stick to the rules: “It’s like you are in high school, and 

‘we want you to hand in this perfect portfolio to university, and we want it 

to look this exact way’” (Group Dialogue 1). Inherent in this statement is also an element 

of competition that young people raised as another constraint for young people’s engagement 

with the arts.  

The Arts Tend to Encourage Competition 

Reflecting on the process of arts education and the arts sector, young people spoke about 

the competition that exists with themselves, amongst their peers, and their sense of value to their 

community. Young people in this study suggested that this competition was set up earlier in their 

lives. For example, as one young person noted:  

In middle school, there would be one to two artists who would get 

supplies, and they would be told to do what they want, and other 

students she would actually do the curriculum because you know they 

aren’t not going to be artists. (Group Dialogue 1) 

Young people in this study also spoke of how feelings of competition were heightened through 

the process of applying to art school, seeking funding and jobs, and surviving as an artist. They 

spoke about how this feeling of competition often meant a tension between their desires and the 

expectations of the arts of young people. 

To address some of the inequities related to compensation and the valuing of young 

people as artists, both ECAH and Space Blanket offer programming to support young people to 

design an art market where they can set the value of their work and facilitate point of sales. The 
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youth art market concept was widely celebrated by the young people in this study; however, 

young people also noted that the pressure to monetize does interfere with their ambitions to grow 

as artists. One young person said, 

My main concern is that all the money I have made is from stickers and 

fun things. As much as that is fun, I want to be making massive 

conceptual pieces that can’t be sold. It’s kind of hard to do anything 

other than that. I used to abstract things, but I never got praise 

until I painted things that looked realistic. Art has moved so far past 

that. We need to acknowledge that and let people do art that reflects 

the current state of art. (Group Dialogue 2) 

Another constraint within the youth-led art markets is that adult facilitation may be needed for 

setting up the financial instruments, like a point of sales machine. Leaders at Space Blanket 

commented that their initial plan was to absorb 25% of the sales to pay for the overhead, but that 

felt uncomfortable given the challenges young artists face. Furthermore, one of the youth arts 

markets experienced a robbery in a public window display, which young people found frustrating 

and oddly flattering (personal communication, 2021). In summary, young people and arts leaders 

remarked on how viability in the market is a conceptual force that suggests a sensitive spot in 

arts-based partnerships with young artists. 

Competing Priorities, Demands, and Pressures  

Relatedly, young people in this inquiry frequently referred to the competing demands and 

pressures of being in the arts and how they often had to compromise themselves and what got 

them involved in the arts, to begin with. As one youth shared: “Art school wants one thing, 

the art world wants another thing, the art buyers want another thing, and 

what you want doesn’t matter; it’s capitalism” (Group Dialogue 1), to which the 

group agreed and laughed. Reflecting upon the need to be profitable, another 
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young person stated, “Any little thing that I draw has to be useful . . . 

even the littlest things, like a sketch, I am like I have to monetize this” 

(Group Dialogue 1), to which others shared similar feelings. The need to be valuable also put 

pressure to use mediums and practices that are celebrated. One young person stated simply, “I 

want to do art things, and be regarded as an artist . . . but people are like 

that’s not real art” (Group Dialogue 1), to which others in the group shared similar 

experiences. The pressures to be in the arts and do the things young people love appeared to be a 

real dilemma for the young people involved in this study, and this was further complicated by the 

prohibitive costs associated with engagement in the arts. 

Arts Education is Expensive 

Young people in this inquiry noted that the financial costs of formal art education, 

including tuition, supplies, and cost of living, are expensive. As one art teacher noted, “I do not 

know how anyone chooses to go to art school anymore. The cost is prohibitive” (personal 

communication). In all the sessions with young people in this study (Mural Boards 1, 2, & 3; 

Group Dialogue 1 &2), all participants spoke about the need for financial support, and there were 

many comments similar to “encouragement and financial support to cover costs of 

art supplies” (Mural Board 1). Further, young people and adults in this study shared that an 

advanced degree, such as a Master of Fine Arts degree, has become standard practice to be part 

of the arts in a public setting, and yet there are no guarantees they will result in paid 

employment. As one young person perusing an undergraduate study noted, “I know my degree 

won’t get me anything” (Group Dialogue 1), to which the group all nodded in agreement. While 

a formal degree is frequently required, it does not necessarily support young people to continue 

to engage in arts in meaningful ways. 
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Funding for Arts Programming is Limited and Doesn’t Reach Far Enough 

Both young people and adults involved in this study spoke to the challenges related to 

arts funding. For example, one arts organizer committed to making low-barrier art noted, “Many 

programs are being slashed; in fact, my program is being cut back to square one” (Group 

Dialogue 2). Amidst a backdrop of limited funding, an adult arts organizer also noted that there 

is fear about not having funds for the future if young people are not meaningfully engaged: “Art 

museums are really worried about losing out on youth, as youth are the future donors. All 

their old donors are getting older and dying out, and yet they are not making youth 

programming.” (Group Dialogue 2). A quick snapshot from this study suggests that funding 

may be limited now and moving into the future for youth engagement with the arts. 

Recognizing the constraints of arts funding, young people in this study did explore 

existing efforts to help artists have a collective voice in funding. The Canadian Artists ’

Representation/le Front des Artistes Canadiens (CARFAC), which advocates for standardized 

fee schedules for artists, was a central focus of our dialogue. Young people in this study noted 

that efforts like CARFAC strengthen support for experimental artists, yet they also have 

limitations. As one adult arts leader said, “If you actually look at it per hour, it’s still not a living 

wage, things still need to be increased. At least it is a standard” (Group Dialogue 2), to which 

the group voiced their agreement. Further, not all organizations pay CARFAC fees. As one 

young arts administrator noted, “In this city, we only have two organizations that pay CARFAC 

fees. It’s devastating to the arts; these two organizations are only paying artists of a certain 

calibre that are nationally or internationally known. They are not local artists; they have a 

certain amount of training like professional training” (Group Dialogue 2). In response, one 

young artist offered: 
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I just learned about CARFAC, and I know that is the closest thing we 

have to a union or whatever. That’s really important. Especially youth 

artists, there are so many things where people put in things where it 

is an opportunity, but it’s not opportunity. You need to put ridiculous 

amounts of effort to apply for these things that you don’t get anything 

for. (Group Dialogue 2) 

Based on the dialogues with young people in this study, it seems there are limited opportunities 

to financially support young people in the arts, and where are funding opportunities, competition 

is high.  

Furthermore, throughout the study, adult supporters often noted that while the arts 

organizations aim to offer equitable opportunities, it is often those with privilege who seem to 

hold the awards or decision-making powers in arts organizations. This point was reinforced by 

young people in this study, who offered comments such as: “I feel like it’s harder for 

some people to be creating while maintaining all their responsibilities” 

(Group Dialogue 1); and “There are youth that people think of [as youth artists], 

and there is also the youth that are going into their lives that have to pay 

for stuff like rent and such” (Group Dialogue 2). Young people in this study clearly 

called for more equitable opportunities for young people to engage in the arts. 

Young People Are Often Unpaid for Opportunities to Engage with the Arts  

Outside of CARFAC, young people involved in this study shared a mix of attitudes 

towards efforts to support emerging artists and noted that some opportunities for young people 

feel a bit exploitative. For example, young people in this study pointed out that unpaid 

opportunities or opportunities that require a fee to submit work often come with a promise of 

exposure or to be seen alongside established and respected artists, which feel uncomfortable and 

unfair. As one young person noted: 
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For youth artists…you can get an opportunity for exposure…it’s not 

considered professional university level. It is not taken at the same 

rate {compared a university-level educated artist}, which is kind of 

weird; I have never been paid for showing my work. I have to put my 

work there because that is the reality for a lot of youth artists. 

(Group Dialogue 2) 

Young people also spoke about how they perceived applying to artists residencies or grants, even 

those targeted to young people. They perceived that the awards and support offered would not 

match the amount of work involved. As one young person said, “It is an opportunity, but 

it’s not opportunity. You need to put ridiculous amounts of effort” (Group 

Dialogue 2). Reflecting on what is needed to support young people’s engagement in the arts 

moving forward. Young people in this study clearly called for paid roles for young people in 

governance, curation, and programming (Mural Boards 1–3; Group Dialogues 1 & 2).  

The Arts Are Not Well Recognized as a Reputable Profession  

In addition to the challenges about the competition inherent in the arts and the lack of 

funding to support young people’s engagement with the arts, young people and adults spoke to 

the challenges they experience about the arts not being well recognized as a reputable profession. 

One young person noted a feeling of exclusion in identifying as an artist, with a comment, “I 

will never be cheered for like someone who is like: ‘I am going to be a 

doctor’” (Group Dialogue 1), to which other young people shared similar examples of being 

compared to other careers options. The young people noted that often the adults in their life 

attempted to dissuade them from the arts. One young person shared a striking example:  

I have a lot of nosy neighbours. . . . One lady walked up to me and was 

like, “Are you applying to universities?” . . . I want to apply to 

graphic design school, and she was a career coach and was like, “Have 
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you looked at the fact that graphic designers are becoming obsolete?” 

and I was so tempted to be like, “Shut up man.” (Group Dialogue 1)  

The adult supporters in this inquiry shared moments where they had encountered similar 

attitudes about the arts with the public and among arts professionals. One arts administrator 

shared: 

When I first started my career, I did not get that there was a difference between people 

working in the arts on the front line and people working in the arts sector in the 

councils or granting bodies. The arts sector is like an industry, and I noticed it at a 

fancy conference where arts sector people were sipping wine and shucking oysters. If 

this is the arts, shouldn’t we be shot gunning beers in an alley? (personal 

communication)  

The findings showed that young people and arts organizations confront attitudes, values, and 

beliefs about the legitimacy of their work.  

Social Concerns of Young People and the Arts 

Lastly, young people in this study spoke about the challenges of working within existing 

arts structures, specifically citing challenges with working with adults and being seen as valuable 

contributing members. In this final section on challenges, I explore the social concerns young 

people raised about their engagement with the arts. Adults and young people sometimes have 

differing beliefs, which can constrain young people’s engagement.  

Throughout this inquiry, there were moments where the beliefs of young people and 

adults were strikingly different. For example, young people suggested arts organizations should 

prioritize equitable access for artists without university credentials (Group Dialogues 1 & 2). In 

contrast, some adults in this study felt that earning merits and audience attention was a rite of 

passage for artists in society (MURAL Board 4). Another example is that young people felt that 
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resources should be free and accessible (MURAL Boards 1, 2, & 3), while some adults felt if 

resources were accessible and free, young people would not value or use them (MURAL Board 

4). Interestingly, these conflicts only emerged when young people and adults were not engaged 

in the same method, which may suggest that opportunities for open dialogue about beliefs and 

ideas between young people and adults may be valuable.  

It is important to note that not all conflict in this inquiry was drastic or polarizing. For 

example, a young person noted, “We could be significantly happier and doing what 

we want to do if it wasn’t under the general pressure of what the world 

wants” (Group Dialogue 2), and “Youth tend to have more radical ideas than those 

who have worked in arts organizations for a long time” (MURAL Board 3). In 

response, an adult leader later said  “I wonder if young people recognize that nobody wakes up 

in the morning and chooses capitalism, it just happens, and every day we make small choices 

for or against it, which make which makes it hard to dismantle” (personal communication). 

Again, there appears to be an opportunity for young people and adults to share their perspectives 

in an open dialogue to explore where the differences and similarities in perspectives exist.  

Young People Do Not Feel They Have a Space in the Arts. Young people in this 

inquiry noted that the arts are not necessarily inviting and welcoming for young people. One arts 

professional noted it was frustrating to find coherence in arts organizations for how young 

people, as a collective, might fit into their organizations. They shared: 

There is interest for youth, but it’s coming for youthful voice or people like me who are 

formerly youth, who aren’t maybe in the institutions because there isn’t much space in 

the institutions. People stay for a long time or have to come from a certain calibre. 

(Group Dialogue 2)  
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to which other participants agreed. 

In both group dialogues, adult arts leaders asked young people if they had attended local 

art organizations. Often, young people noted that they had never heard of those spaces or were 

not comfortable going to those spaces independently. As one young person shared: “Art spaces 

can be very intimidating for people not historically welcome in those spaces 

- esp. museums” (MURAL Board 3). Another young person offered:  

I don’t know where to find any kind of community-related arts 

activities, which is partially why these are not happening because we 

don’t know about them. Even if there is one place people could go to 

learn about these things happening, that would be a huge step forward. 

(Group Dialogue 2) 

Young people also noted that sometimes, the way the arts are structured is not supportive for 

young people. For example, young people perceived that social events in galleries that serve 

alcohol are restricted to persons age 19 and older and, therefore, are not inclusive to young 

people. 

Regarding this topic, another young person shared: “Those spaces that are alcohol 

centric are hard. As a person in N.A that is really hard” (Group Dialogue 1), to 

which the others shared similar stories of experiences. Young people also spoke about how 

young people sometimes get tagged on to other events designed for children or moms. As one 

young person noted, “I don’t want to draw owls with a bunch of wine moms” (Group 

Dialogue 1), to which the group laughed and in agreement. Lastly, young people in this study 

spoke about the importance of organizations having social media platforms that reflect the ways 

in which young people engage: “There needs to be somewhere people can find 

opportunities…a lot of people don’t have Facebook or use it” (Group Dialogue 2). 
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Clearly, there is a need to design more inclusive programming to support young people’s 

engagement in the arts and create more welcoming environments for them to engage in. As 

shared by one participant in the study: “Arts orgs should meet youth where they are” 

(MURAL Board 3).  

Young People Want to Engage as a Collective. Another thread of concern young 

people brought forward in this inquiry was that young people should be supported as a collective 

and not just as singular people. Young people noted that even outside of the arts, there were few 

spaces for young people to go and be treated as a peer group. One young person said,  

I feel like society puts a lot of value into young people but don’t 

give them opportunities. Everyone is trying to look younger, be 

younger, act younger, but then they aren’t giving younger people just 

the space to exist. (Group Dialogue 1) 

Young people in this study shared countless opportunities where initiatives are aimed at the 

individual artist and repeatedly called for equitable access for collectives or cohorts of young 

people over some individual arts opportunities.  

Constraints Summary 

In summary, young people remarked that they encounter attitudes about compensation 

and professional legitimacy of the arts, limiting their desire to participate in arts organizations. 

Furthermore, young people perceived that arts education and creating art are cost-prohibitive. In 

addition, young people and some adult leaders reflected that funding models and interest from 

established arts institutions would not adequately support young people to engage in the arts. 

Young people remarked that processes involved in the arts were centred on the induvial artist, 

which was not in sync with their collective ambitions. By extension, they called on arts 
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organizations, large and small, to be aware of this and to prioritize seeking their presence 

through accessible and equitable actions.  

Opportunities 

Although the young people involved in this study voiced the benefits and constraints of 

the arts and arts organizations, there was a palpable energy in the room when young people 

shared their thoughts about the future of arts organizations. This occurred not only when talking 

about the possibilities for the future, but also in exploring how to overcome the constraints 

presented in the previous section. They saw the arts and arts organizations as opportunities to 

overcome challenges and nurture systemic change in communities and societies. In this section, I 

highlight the ways in which the arts can facilitate change and create possibilities for new and 

exciting voices, perspectives, and ways of being and relating to emerge. Young people saw an 

opportunity for arts organizations of the future to prioritize dismantling elitism and support 

justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion in action.  

Young People See the Arts as an Opportunity to Prototype Societal Change 

Young people in this inquiry reiterated that arts organizations are not just spaces for 

artists to express themselves; they are an essential tool to facilitate societal change. In fact, in 

many ways, young people in this study saw a future for arts organizations to prototype a new 

way of being and thinking in society. Reflecting on the research questions, one young person 

noted: 

I think the questions you are trying to answer stem from a bigger 

question. Capitalism. Which we obviously cannot be solved today, or 

with just us here, but I do think it’s all-important that we are all 

aware of that be solved without improving the system we are living. 

(Group Dialogue 1)  
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For young people, improving societal conditions and creating space separate from capitalism 

often pointed to arts being more accessible to all people. Further, in the first data collection 

method, the MURAL Boards, there were regular mentions of equity, diversity, and inclusion and 

comments such as “[the arts] Need to work to break down hierarchical power 

structures that exclude people” (MURAL Board 3). As the research progressed and 

young people began to take a sense of collective ownership in the process in the Group 

Dialogues, I noticed that young people spoke more about the possibility of the arts to change 

society. As one young person said, 

Everyone’s capacity of breaking free of that way of thinking is going 

to be different. Even just giving people the space from this weird 

structured, structured, my way or the highway thinking. That space 

needs to exist, and if it doesn’t, I don’t know. (Group Dialogue 2)  

For young people, collective artistic practice holds great potential for young people to explore 

new ways of thinking from themselves and for others around them. It was evident that young 

people seek to create a more just and equitable world through reimagined arts organizations, 

structures, and processes that are accessible to all young people, with special attention to those 

experiencing marginalization.  

Young People Want to Create a Culture That Supports Young People 

Building from the previous opportunity, young people also saw an opportunity for arts 

organizations to create a culture that supports young people, where they feel encouragement and 

trust from adult leaders and can engage in meaningful partnerships. Adults also saw an 

opportunity to strengthen the role of young people in the arts, and one adult offered the following 

reflection: 
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If you look at the Art Gallery of Ontario, Syrus Marcus Wares who this is amazing 

artist out of Toronto started it maybe fifteen years ago, they put on this amazing 

programming...Toronto has an amazing youth-centred culture, that maybe isn’t found 

here. (Group Dialogue 2) 

Young people also saw the role of young people in arts organizations, and they not only want to 

be involved, but they also want to lead, curate, design. To support these aspirations, young 

people saw a future of paid opportunities, youth-driven governance, and equitable access, and 

these possibilities were raised in each MURAL Board and Group Dialogue. Young people desire 

a stronger presence of young people in the arts in the media (MURAL Board 1), they want to 

feel welcomed, they want to share political art (MURAL Board 2), and they desire flexible hours 

of operation and venues that are easily accessible by public transportation (MURAL Board 3).  

Young people in this study want to continue engaging with ECAH and Space Blanket’s 

youth art market models and value the relationships and connections that are built. As one young 

person offered: 

Honestly, the most meaningful experience I have is doing stuff like 

markets or art shows, which is all by youth just because the space is 

for us and by us. It’s not like we are having to pay to put our work in 

there, and we aren’t even going to know who sees it. (Group Dialogue 2) 

In looking towards the future of art markets, young people in this study also expressed 

excitement for crypto art, a type of art form that references or incorporates emerging 

decentralized economic technologies to explore cultural or political themes (MURAL Board 2). 

In addition, there was also interest in non-fungible tokens, a way of using digitized arts and 

media inside of the authentication of digital currencies, to which young people were excited at 

the potentials for their work (Group Dialogue 2). In short, young people see the arts as a 
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possibility for young people to engage, connect, and thrive in the arts in inclusive and equitable 

ways that transform societies and the possibilities of the future. 

Summary 

This chapter explored the perspectives young people have on the future of arts 

organizations. Broadly, young people recognized arts organizations benefit young people to 

develop interpersonal skills and have enjoyable experiences and that arts organizations provide 

both an outlet for creative ideas to emerge and a place to include and participate with others in a 

non-judgemental way often not found in their regular routines.  

The young people in this inquiry recognized that attitudes towards the arts constrained 

the benefits of arts organizations. For example, young people felt their educational prospects 

related to the arts were a gamble in future earnings and perceived respect from their adult 

contemporaries. In concert with that view, many adult leaders could empathize with the 

pressures young people face to conform to perceptions of the arts as a professional sector.  

Further, young people see an opportunity for arts organizations to play a form of cultural 

prototyping. In particular, they saw a reasonably bright future, where the pressures from 

capitalism and competition between young people are resolved or at least consistently reduced. 

Primarily the options they saw to create cultural change were through accessibility. The young 

people in this inquiry saw the importance of equitable access for all young people to participate 

in the arts. More to the point, young people imagined an arts sector that saw young people fairly 

compensated and welcomed into governance and leadership roles in arts organizations.  
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Chapter Five: Conclusions, Recommendations, and Implications 

In this final chapter, I explore the study findings in relation to existing literature. Tangible 

recommendations for arts organizations to respond to young people’s views and insights about 

the future of arts organizations and young people are offered. The chapter begins by restating the 

guiding research question and five sub-questions of this inquiry. Three interrelated conclusions 

that emerged from the study are presented and compared to the study findings using relevant 

literature. Lastly, the implications of this research in practice are explored, and a set of 

recommendations to support arts organizations to transform the arts and arts organizations to 

respond to the possibilities proposed by young people in this study are identified.  

As noted earlier, this research explored the inquiry question: How might the courageous 

imaginations of young people inform the future of arts organizations in Victoria? This inquiry 

question was supported by five subquestions:  

1. How do young people see the future of the arts?  

2. What are young people’s hopes and aspirations for the future of arts organizations?  

3. What are barriers exist to young people’s participation in the future of arts 

organizations?  

4. What resources are required to support young people’s hopes and aspirations for the 

future of arts organizations?  

5. What actions are needed to sustain the connections and networks for young people 

and arts organizations? 

Conclusions 

In response to the research question and sub-questions, three interrelated conclusions 

emerged from this study: 
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1. Young people value what the arts offer and want to be engaged in the arts and arts 

organizations in meaningful and diverse ways. 

2. Existing structures and processes of the arts and arts organizations limit young 

people’s ability to engage meaningfully in the arts and arts organizations. 

3. Young people want to see a radical and transformative change in the way processes 

and structures work in the arts sector to be encouraging and compensate their 

leadership in arts organizations. 

These study conclusions are explored in this section. 

Conclusion 1: Young People Value What the Arts Offer and Want to be Engaged in the Arts 

and Arts Organizations in Meaningful and Diverse Ways. 

The Arts Offer Opportunities to Connect, Belong, Learn, and Grow. Young people 

in this study shared how they value arts organizations and feel arts organizations offer 

opportunities for connection, to shape identity, and foster a sense of belonging, which is 

consistent with the literature on youth engagement (Dahya & King, 2020; Hickey & Pauli-Myler, 

2019; Krane et al., 2021; Sim, 2019). For example, Iwasaki and Hopper (2017) suggest that 

leisure-like settings and activities, such as the arts and arts organizations, offer young people 

opportunities to contribute to maintaining a joyful, composed, connected, discovered, and 

empowered life. In addition, the relationships inside of leisure settings can suspend judgment and 

promote acceptance, which is helpful to young people, thus fostering a subjective sense of well-

being through a relaxed and leisurely environment. 

This inquiry found that young people expressed great interest in finding accessible spaces 

and relationships with adult leaders that supported their development. Moreover, young people in 

this inquiry commented on the value of adults in organizations that could support young people 
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through mentorship, acknowledgment, inclusion, and cooperation. Finally, the projected future 

of young people saw barriers and limitations for young people to participate with adult arts 

leaders would be resolved or improved upon.  

Young People and Adults Hope to See Youth-Adult Partnerships Advance. As 

introduced in chapter two, Zeldin et al. (2013) suggest that youth-adult partnerships are vital to 

how young people participate in society and requires a broad view of how youth and adults 

connect across many contexts, rather than a single project, and requires that consideration be 

paid to the collective power of multiple adults and multiple young people. For example, Sim 

(2019) illustrates that partnerships with young people and arts organizations are often 

constrained to small successful projects and fail to develop momentum and acceptance beyond 

core participants. Sim suggests the structures to support participation and engagement can be 

exhausting and disempowering to young people, limiting the collective appeal of participation. 

Furthermore, Sim argues that when a partnership with young people goes unexamined, the 

assumption that values like sophistication and eloquence transfer through proximity to the arts 

often leaves young people in circumstances where they feel rejected and out of place. On the 

other hand, partnerships that emphasize mutual respect provide long-term equitable access and 

continually reflect on how young people are heard show tremendous promise in future arts 

partnerships with young people. Finally, the literature implies that young people seek ways to 

connect through the arts. 

Young people suggested that an approach to future youth-adult partnership in the arts 

should reflect considerations for young people’s autonomy and positive encouragement for 

multiple young people’s capacity. Further young people and adults also agreed with Zeldin et 

al.’s (2013) assertion that youth-adult partnership is part of a broader civic experience and would 
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benefit from a sustained view of partnership that goes beyond the small project or school-like 

setting. Chapter four emphasized that young people and adult arts leaders in this inquiry agreed 

with Sim’s (2019) view that youth-adult partnership in the arts should be approached with a 

sustained and broad view of young people’s access to the arts. In essence, they recommended the 

approach to organizing that is done with youth.  

Moreover, adults suggested that without a universal guiding framework for youth-adult 

partnership, projects are assembled by the organization before the opportunity to be informed by 

a broad or historic view of young people. In addition, adults in this inquiry recognized that 

efforts to bring arts programming into collaboration with schools and civic bodies among the 

multiple municipalities within the CRD require an understanding of each municipal partner. As a 

result, arts programming recognizes that significant resources, time, and persistence are required 

to build the necessary trust, and a successful partnership with a school or city partner may be 

limited to the municipality they are engaging in.  

Young People Seek Support, Encouragement, and Autonomy From Adults. Within 

arts organizations, young people expressed a desire to play a multitude of roles, including 

governance, curation, design, and delivery. This inquiry noted that governance of arts 

organizations, such as a space or the board of directors, is vital to future arts organizations. 

Young people, ECAH, and Space Blanket all remarked on their successes and benefits of 

projects led and governed by young people. However, participants in this study recognized that 

for organizations to benefit from young people’s insight, a commitment to understanding young 

people is critical. A series of models have been developed to examine the dynamics of 

engagement in youth-adult partnerships (Hart, 2008; Kudva & Driskell, 2009; Shier, 2001; 

Wong et al., 2010). Hart (2008) suggests that a preoccupation with youth power and the steps to 
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achieve youth power have a history of missing significant cultural constraints. Installing youth at 

the top of organizational power structures may still hold young people in roles and structures 

conceptualized by adults, rather than a space designed to meet youth where they are at in their 

development. Projects that purposefully intend to match young people to their communities and 

evaluate competency beyond formal organizational power can respond to challenges in natural 

and sustainable ways. The ResiliencebyDesign Lab’s (n.d.) 4P model offers a comprehensive 

framework that both young people and adults in arts organizations can use to be intentional in 

their capacity for young people’s future arts leadership.  

In summary, young people in this inquiry expressed that arts organizations offer a 

tremendous opportunity for self-discovery. Literature suggests that paying attention to how 

projects are developed by or for young people offers an introductory metric of collaboration, 

while frameworks that look at young people within multiple paradigms are the most beneficial. 

Further, approaching engaging young people is vital—long-term partners are also another key 

for success with young people, organizations, and society.  

Conclusion 2: Existing Structures and Processes of the Arts and Arts Organizations Currently 

Limit Young People’s Ability to Engage Meaningfully in the Arts and Arts Organizations 

Although young people indicated they value the arts and arts organizations, they also 

expressed the structures and processes in the arts and arts organizations are currently 

constraining. For example, they spoke about how arts education can be prescriptive, rigid, 

demanding, and costly, and they noted that how arts organizations involve young people is not 

inclusive nor equitable. The constraints to equitable and inclusive access for young people 

intertwine with prominent social, civic, and economic themes. This section explores how 

sustainability, empowerment, and socialization are central to approaching young people. Further, 
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it concludes that organizations can be intentional about recognizing and valuing young people in 

their artwork.  

Recognition of Young People and Their Arts and Styles. Young people in this inquiry 

tapped into resonance in the literature about how young people and their arts feel diminished, 

and how arts organizations did not value their contributions. For example, young people noted 

that opportunities to present their work were unpaid or were not perceived as valuable. Research 

would agree that the creative labour of young people have often gone unrecognized. For 

example, Hickey-Moody (2012) suggests that while young people create tangible art forms such 

as painting, they also take part in artistic labour through re-assembling the subjectivity of the 

world in themselves, in groups, and to the environment through aesthetic connections:  

Relationality and style are often unconscious forms of labour employed by young people 

. . . the value of creative labour via terms of measurement that do not correspond neatly to 

popular capitalist markets. Indeed, the economies shaped through young people’s creative 

practices often constitute an outside to capitalist economies. (p. 129) 

Gray (2020) illustrates that young people use artforms forged and sustained by young 

people, like skateboarding, to explore and challenge identity-based norms, renegotiate their 

participation in the public, and build trust between generations and cultures. Skateboarding is a 

unique art form that has a way of going with young people and travelling with young people in 

many contexts of their lives. When young people skateboard in a public space, they renegotiate 

what it means to perform and participate in civic life.  

Furthermore, Gray (2020) asserts that skateboarding, popularized as a men’s sport 

through industry and media, is different from young people’s leisure-based expression of 

skateboarding. For young people, skateboarding is an art that challenges norms of gender, 
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accessibility, and competition. This inquiry did not explicitly examine skateboarding as an art 

form, but found a similar agreement that young people want to be involved and recognize the art 

forms they deem fit. Gray suggests that collaborating with young people may require an 

approach to flexibility in being autonomous, shaping identity, and the opportunity to manipulate 

existing civic structures.  

Young People Want Their Contributions to be Valued and Compensated For. As 

young people step into diverse roles within organizations, such as curation, administration, 

leadership, and governance, it was reinforced that young people want to be paid and 

compensated for their roles. Paid roles and partnerships with young people in curation and 

administration were another resounding hope in this inquiry. Introduced in Chapter 2 was an 

assertion in the literature that young people, the youth-engagement sector, and arts organizations 

need a field of practice supported by long-term funding, evidence-based practice, and 

collaborative strategy to advance their ambitions (Sim, 2019). For example, galleries often 

employ a commission-based strategy to engage young people to create art or lead small short-

term projects. There is an opportunity to advance commissions to include young people as 

integral parts of the organizational structure. Sim (2019) suggests that the rewards of funding 

collaboration with young people to provide advice serve the needs of young people and promote 

a more open and equitable workspace for the gallery. Further, these ambitions require a level of 

trust and understanding from political and public bodies to leverage the value of this 

collaboration to audiences outside of the gallery.  

Young people pointed out that an equitable compensation approach would offer greater 

harmony and opportunities to their peers in disadvantaged situations. As mentioned in Chapter 2, 

involving youth is a dynamic process that requires examining the breadth and intensity, as 
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activities, relationships, and outcomes are different for each young person involved (Busseri et 

al., 2006). By extension, this inquiry found it essential to examine the induvial contexts young 

people experience and their collective contexts to welcome their participation in the arts.  

Accessibility for Young People in Arts Organizations. In addition to wanting to be 

recognized and paid for their contributions, young people also wanted to ensure that they could 

participate in the arts. They called for an expanded view of accessibility to the arts. As 

introduced in Chapter 2, some arts organizations operate by charging young people a fee-for-

service; however, many arts organizations are intentionally structured as non-profit organizations 

and provide free services, often through supplemental partnerships with governments, 

businesses, and various civic organizations (Varbanova, 2012).  

Chapter 2 also introduced how these organizations intend to be inclusive, but are 

constrained by several societal challenges, which pass on to young people in their access to these 

organizations. For example, Poyntz et al. (2019) (see Figure 7) suggest that arts organizations 

that provide the low-barrier, non-formal youth-adult partnerships face three distinct paradoxes:  

1. Sustainability paradox, which suggests arts organizations must balance securing 

funding to continue their efforts for future young people versus offering timely and 

appropriate programming; 

2. Aims paradox, which suggests a tension between empowering young people to make 

art for self-exploration and cultural aims or emphasizing socialization of young 

people to become agents of economic redevelopment; and  

3. Labelling paradox, which asserts there is tension between how young people self-

identify versus how arts organizations are asked to qualify young people for 
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acceptance into a program, which can leave young people feeling further 

pathologized in marginalization rather than recognized.  

Moreover, Moldavanova et al. (2021) suggest that understanding the inequalities people 

face in access and participation in arts organizations is a question that has become increasingly 

important to research. Their research study illustrates that access to arts organizations can be 

impacted by geographic and sociocultural barriers; therefore, the policies and interventions to 

respond to those barriers need to be multifaceted and consider “local cultural ecosystems” 

(p. 22). For example, for the region of their study, they suggest subsidizing public transportation 

for young people would be a helpful policy intervention to encourage young people’s role in the 

arts and explore a diversity of experiences. Young people and adults in this inquiry also asserted 

that arts organizations working with young people need to consider how young people can and 

cannot access arts organizations, and then strive to overcome these barriers and paradoxes to 

support ongoing, sustained, and equitable engagement.  

Exclusion in the Arts. Young people and adults in this inquiry shared their frustration 

that large arts organizations ought to have the capacity to reasonably serve young people or 

emerging arts organizations, but they appear to be uninterested or uncommitted to having young 

people participate in the arts in meaningful ways. Chapter 2 introduced literature asserting that 

Canada’s large arts institutions have focused on a narrow view of the Canadian identity and, as 

such, have a history of excluding people in the arts (Gattinger, 2017; Jessup et al., 2014; 

Thompson & Mannani, 2013). Further, in Canada and many locations abroad, the literature 

suggests that exclusion from these large arts organizations is related to real and profound 

consequences faced by people in and outside of the art world (Charrieras et al., 2018; Koffler 

Centre of the Arts, 2021; Pecenco, 2018; Wilson, 2018). In response to the harm done by large 
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art institutions, the literature concurs that arts organizations have seen a growing trend towards 

occupying smaller localized spaces with a capacity for marginalized groups, including young 

people.  

Artist-run centres, or similarly positioned institutions, were founded specifically to 

address some of the failings entrenched in traditional art museums and galleries. These 

failings can include: privileging heteronormative content delivery methods; prioritizing 

white male artists; operating at scales that run counter to responsive programming 

models; adopting capitalist frameworks that perpetuate the commodification of culture; 

and drawing arbitrary distinctions between emerging and established artists and 

professional and community-based art. (Bronstein, 2021, p. 27) 

Bronstein (2021) asserts that small arts-based organizations intend to dismantle the 

professionalization of the arts and aim to forge trust with marginalized people catalyzing a 

vibrant sense of community. Bronstein outlines the tragedy here that when arts organizations are 

successful in their efforts to help people connect with the arts, it bolsters the community’s 

perceived value to other forces in the city. The resulting gentrification of that community 

introduces risks for the marginalized people and sustainability of the organizations. In addition, 

Bornstein argues that because of being the increasing costs of real estate, communities may end 

up with little variety in the types of arts organizations in a community.  

The mandates for ECAH (n.d.-a) and Space Blanket (as cited in MAYD, n.d.) both arose 

from a recognition that there is a limited number of small and nimble arts organizations in 

Victoria and even fewer with future capacity or focus for young people. Young people in this 

inquiry would agree access and opportunity to participate in small arts organizations was a 

recurring challenge, suggesting a limited variety of arts organizations in Victoria. Further young 
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people and their adult peers in this inquiry underscored that the future they imagined for arts 

organizations would include solidarity amongst small arts organizations. 

Young People Desire Solidarity in the Future of the Arts. Young people in this 

inquiry often wondered why there was no solidarity between young people and arts 

organizations. Adults in this inquiry perceived that many of the exemplary and accessible arts 

projects involving young people are in Toronto, Canada’s largest metropolitan city. Poyntz et al. 

(2019) would suggest that charitable contributions and government funding primarily support 

Toronto’s non-formal arts sector. At the same time, Vancouver, a city near Victoria, reflects a 

sector that relies predominately on privately earned funding such as ticket sales and fundraising. 

As such, Vancouver’s non-formal arts sector has a handful of large high-earning arts 

organizations, with three organizations holding 10 times the earned income of the lowest-earning 

eight organizations. By contrast, Poyntz et al. suggest the lack of large organizations in Toronto 

has led the city to have a less hierarchical urban arts sector.  

Poyntz et al. (2019) also advise that non-formal arts sectors that rely predominantly on 

revenue may be susceptible to consolidation and competition between arts organizations. 

Further, Poyntz et al. propose that a prominent presence of charitable and governmental funding 

might promote a sector with a disposition towards solidarity in the arts sector. Bronstein (2021) 

details that Toronto arts organizations do indeed receive generous federal public funding; they 

also face displacement through municipal taxation. Bronstein notes that arts organizations in 

Toronto’s downtown core see the importance of persisting with other arts organizations to 

explore their shared concerns. 

The ability to learn with colleagues, enact accessibility, and protect the variety of arts 

organizations is what Bronstein refers to as a form of spatial justice. Bronstein argues that 
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organizations in close collaboration reasonably and quickly examine if their programs are 

accessible in relation to cost, density, proximity, and transportation. Moldavanova and Akbulut-

Gok (2020) stress that even in competitive landscapes, large stable arts organizations benefit 

from the duty of helping their smaller and emerging peers in the sector find stability.  

Conclusion 3: Young People See the Arts and Arts Organizations as Possibilities to Facilitate 

Radical Change 

Young people in this study spoke about the transformative power that the arts and arts 

organizations can offer. For example, they spoke about how the arts and arts organizations can 

serve as an antidote to capitalism and suggested that the arts and arts organizations can 

demonstrate how to support diversity, equity, and inclusion in practice. Conclusion two 

suggested that organizations can be more accessible by creating and funding sustainable support 

for young people in their organizations. This last section explores how arts organizations can 

facilitate transformational and radical shifts in how arts organizations create changes in society.  

Towards Transformative Change in Youth-Adult Partnerships. Young people in this 

inquiry remarked that arts organizations need to adapt to the needs and realities of young people, 

rather than if young people will fit into the current structures of arts organizations. This finding 

is aligned with transformational and radical change research that suggests multiple voices need 

to be recognized and valued in change processes, and readiness is required to make change 

happen. Young people specifically commented that they perceive that adult attitude can dissuade 

young people from taking part in the arts. Earlier in this chapter, this inquiry explored how 

young people and arts organizations would benefit from wider generic resources to promote 

youth-adult partnerships, rather than what is offered by schools or what can be developed by the 

organizations in short projects. As introduced in Chapter 2, transformational research suggests 
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that change efforts need to recognize and value multiple voices (Chung Tiam Fook, 2017). The 

recognition of multiple voices and collective approach is coherent with two of the central points 

in Zeldin et al.’s (2013) definition of youth-adult partnership:  

Youth-adult partnerships are practices of (a) multiple youth and multiple adults 

deliberating and acting together, (b) in a collective [democratic] fashion, (c) over a 

sustained period of time, (d) through shared work, intended to promote social justice, 

strengthen an organization and/or affirmatively address a community issue. (p. 388) 

Further, a remarkable amount of readiness is needed, and leaders may find it challenging to 

examine their assumptions on what they assume to be cultural constants, as people may not share 

these values in a transformational change process. Chung Tiam Fook argues that for 

transformational to occur, people need to be prepared to embrace radical change.  

Towards Radical Change in a Youth-Adult Partnership. Like young people, adults 

also brought concerns about confidence to support young people in the arts. They suggested 

something profound needs to happen to help repair decaying support for the arts in general. 

Adult leaders generally agreed that public support for the arts is vital and added some insight that 

supports for arts organizations reflect a multi-generational or multi-dimensional challenge. 

Duttenhöfer (2019) suggests that the dominant attitude towards radical change in societies is to 

wait and see if there is an effect on a person’s sphere of action. Further, Duttenhöfer illustrates 

that collective action often emerges by both design and convenience:  

When many people make small contributions, a bigger picture emerges as if by magic, 

giving guidance for action. If we consider specific examples, it becomes clear that we 

have no need to develop our own travel itineraries, diet and exercise plans, fashion sense, 

. . . . On the one hand these collective strategies offer individual users an impetus and a 
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chance to compare with others, and see their own actions reflected in those of others, and 

on the other hand they make it possible to optimize resources for individual changes. 

(p. 50) 

Moreover, other views of radical change literature suggest that radical change is 

characterized by shifts in environments and mindsets (Coerver & Byers, 2013) or the willingness 

to incorporate new conventions and prepare for transitions (Druyen, 2019). Duttenhöfer’s (2019) 

assertion that change can happen over a sustained period, through a shared approach to action, 

and in service of a societal or social phenomenon is consistent with Zeldin et al.’s (2013) 

definition of youth-adult partnership. As such, research suggests that both transformational and 

radical change efforts could inform the approach towards future youth-adult partnerships 

explored in this inquiry.  

Arts and culture organizations can be spaces to promote unity between young people, 

adults, and futures beyond the challenges of cultural chaos and inequality (LaPadula et al., 2020). 

For example, during the early stages of the pandemic in Seattle, in a city near Victoria, artists 

capable of teaching young people were deployed under the city’s framework of essential 

workers. One policy recommendation that emerged from this deployment suggests that cities like 

Seattle would have leverage in resolving crises if artists were afforded the same financial 

security and influence as other emergency services. In addition, engagement with young people 

and artists in civic decisions provides opportunities to imagine rebuilding their cities in better 

and more powerful ways. Research would suggest that arts-based partnerships with young people 

and arts organizations have great potential for a radical change in transforming society. Finally, 

the literature notes that arts organizations and cultural policy can shift in many dimensions to 

support young people. The economic and cultural impact is a central issue to these organizations.  
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Arts Organizations Offer Possibilities to Prototype a Post-Capitalist World. Young 

people in this inquiry suggested that young people wanted to be creative less encumbered by 

capitalism. Chapter 2 introduced that arts organizations often need to define themselves not just 

by the artistic or cultural interests, but are expected to define the way they generate income 

(Varbanova, 2012). Furthermore, arts organizations tend to be defined by how instrumental they 

are to their economies (Moldavanova, 2013). Canadian arts organizations face displacement 

from the arts districts in which they create value (Bronstein, 2021). Canada’s founding arts 

institutions valued notions of nation-building, which in turn led to a philosophical barrier in how 

artistic talent was recognized (Jessup et al., 2014). Research would agree that capitalism has an 

impact on creativity, as noted by Mould (2018),  

Creativity has been privatized. What is more, it’s after our collective imagination. 

Capitalism attempts to stop us from believing in the impossible, or at the very least, 

reconfigures our imagination so that any realized impossibilities must be profited from 

first. The very opportunity of an alternative form of creativity and societal organization 

beyond capitalism has been all-but foreclosed. . . . Our ability to imagine even one 

impossible alternative, let alone six before breakfast, is being swept away, stolen by 

capitalism. (p. 188)  

Poyntz et al. (2019) argue that arts organizations are subservient to the language of 

funders, and as such, their aims reflect a market-centric view of the arts and young people. 

Poyntz et al. offer the example that successful youth empowerment programs that provide 

emotional support for young people have also been implored to help young people enter the 

workforce. While young people recognized the efforts within the arts and culture sector to make 

funding systems like grants and commissions more equitable to young people, they also 
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recommended that the future of arts organizations do away with the requirements that incurred 

competition between artists. In essence, young people sought supportive arts and culture 

organizations that empowered their journey of making art together to imagine more possibilities 

for the world while suspending the need for economic outcomes. More specifically, young 

people in this inquiry suggested that arts organizations should offer accessible services, 

resources, infrastructures, and paid opportunities to young people at no cost and without any 

fealty to the funder. 

To some adults in this inquiry young people’s vision of opportunities without exploring 

the associated costs was seen as unreasonable. Figure 14 illustrates that a small minority of the 

adults in this study considered it unreasonable to provide extended opportunities to young people 

in the arts, often in tandem with views that the process of earning merit, proving economic 

viability, and managing accountability was vital to sustainable arts project. Dahya and King 

(2019) offer a compelling example of how young people can feel disempowered when creative 

control of their filmmaking is pushed towards viability and merit that adult leaders value, rather 

than exploring topics like racism in images and narratives that make sense to young people.     

Sim (2019) argues that gallery partnerships with young people are often pulled towards 

the demands merit and economic viability and as a result partnerships have a history of falling 

short of their expectations of engaging young people’s expression and inclusion in the arts. Sim, 

borrowing from Bourdieu’s concept of the field, habitus and cultural capital suggests that a 

permanent commitment to foster new attitudes, experiences, as well as social and professional 

spaces is sorely needed to advance young people’s presence in the arts. In addition, the radical 

change literature drawn upon in this study would recognize that it is reasonable to be 

unreasonable.  
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Change always means leaving behind something familiar and moving towards a new 

destination. This journey brings uncertainties, unclear situations, and the problem of the 

uncertain outcome. . . . Perhaps in [the] future, a support network should be provided: to 

inspire people, accompany them on their journey, create safety nets, and manage crises. 

(Duttenhöfer, 2019, p. 51) 

Research would suggest that young people see a potential for radical and transformative change 

in arts organizations and society. In addition, young people have an emerging philosophy 

towards arts organizations. Cultural and economic development suggests a willingness to 

prioritize access and collectivism rather than artistic competition.  

Recommendations 

Grounded in the findings and conclusions of this study, six recommendations are 

designed to support arts organizations to actively engage young people in the arts and live into 

young people’s aspirations of arts organizations. The recommendations are written in an action-

oriented way to support arts organizations to apply these recommendations in practice. 

Recommendation one specifically refers to meaningful partnerships between adults and young 

people; recommendations two, three, and four respond to how arts organizations can actively 

resolve constraints for young people in policy and practice; and finally, recommendations five 

and six offer considerations for arts organizations to help embrace the radical and 

transformational changes that young people seek from their contributions to the arts. 

1. Consider how young people are engaged within arts organizations and explore how 

you can strengthen and support youth-adult partnerships in practice. 

2. Consider how young people engage within arts organizations in meaningful and 

different ways (i.e., levels, positions, and types of positions). 
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3. Consider how organizational policies support and/or hinder meaningful youth 

engagement. 

4. Engage and compensate young people fairly and equitably for their diverse 

contributions to arts organizations. 

5. Consider how you can employ arts-based processes in your organizational planning 

and visioning. 

6. Prioritize the possibility for arts organizations to help facilitate transformative societal 

change. 

Recommendation 1: Consider How Young People Are Engaged Within Arts Organizations 

and Explore How You Can Strengthen and Support Youth-Adult Partnerships in Practice 

This inquiry proposes that young people want to be seen as valuable, contributing citizens 

by adults in arts organizations, and they want to work in partnership to support young people to 

thrive and contribute both individually and collectively As arts organizations, consider how you 

currently engage young people and explore the models presented in Chapter 2, such as the 4P 

framework (ResiliencebyDesign Lab, n.d.), to consider how you can strengthen and enhance 

meaningful youth engagement and empowerment in practice in your organization. It is important 

to remember that youth-adult partnerships do not always mean working together and, at times, 

may require you to step out of the collaboration to support young people from afar. Further, 

when considering meaningful engagement with young people, explore how you can commit to 

engagement with a broader diversity of youth people and in diverse contexts to support more 

inclusive, diverse, and equitable arts-based organizations within society. 
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Recommendation 2: Consider How Young People Engage Within Arts Organizations in 

Meaningful and Different Ways (i.e., Levels, Positions, and Types of Positions) 

Young people in this research expressed that they want to be involved in arts 

organizations at all levels and through a variety of positions, rather than in seemingly tokenistic 

ways. Aligned with the literature on youth engagement in arts organizations, consider how as an 

arts organization you might move from beyond commissioning young people to engage in small 

projects and towards an organizational structure that honours and includes young people in 

governance, audience, and operations. Further, ensure youth-adult partnerships support young 

people to learn and inform these elements of the organization, rather than simply conform to the 

adult-centric ways of traditional organizations. 

Recommendation 3: Consider How Organizational Policies Support and/or Hinder 

Meaningful Youth Engagement 

Economic and cultural policies greatly shape the experience young people have in arts 

organizations. This inquiry suggests polices that inform arts organizations need to be finely tuned 

to help young people make meaning and draw strength from their cultural identities and not be 

impeded by their economic backgrounds. This study recommends arts organizations promote 

justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion efforts but also be cognizant of the many paradoxes that 

may tokenize, pathologize, or otherwise interfere with young people’s identities and participation 

in cultural and economic policy. The literature illustrates a consistent reasoning for programming 

to co-created with young people rather than for young people. This inquiry explored that the 

policies governing arts organizations present a paradox that can strengthen or hinder young 

people’s engagement in arts organizations, suggesting that arts organizations interrogate if their 

organizations are shaped in ways that limit or promote youth’s authentic engagement.  
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Recommendation 4: Engage and Compensate Young People Fairly and Equitably for Their 

Diverse Contributions to Arts Organizations  

This inquiry suggests young people want to be compensated fairly for the contributions 

they offer in arts organizations and for a recognition of the impact poverty, disability, and 

classism have on opportunities in the arts. In addition, adults in the study called for arts funding 

bodies to be more responsive to effort and experience required to participate in granting cycles. 

Further, both groups commented on the importance and power of Indigenous arts practices, with 

adults illustrating that Indigenous arts practices have relationships and investments in culture, 

heritage, and intergenerational mentorship. Arts leaders recognized that arts funding often 

provides funding to a single artist or organization but does not offer explicit compensation for 

commitments to supporting the culture, heritage, and mentors around young people. As an arts 

organization, consider how you currently value the contributions of young people, their cultural 

frameworks, and instances where you may be exploiting the contributions of young people. How 

might you support young people’s engagement in more fair, equitable, and compensated ways? 

Recommendation 5: Consider How You Can Employ Arts-Based Processes in Your 

Organizational Planning and Visioning 

This inquiry offered some innovative opportunities for young people and arts 

organizations to engage in organizational planning and visioning. Specifically, through the 

application of arts-based processes, we created opportunities for people interested and engaged 

in the arts to use media that feels familiar to reflect upon the future of the arts. As you plan for 

the future and reflect upon the past, consider how the arts can be used as a medium to stimulate 

dialogue and thinking. Also, be mindful that the arts are ever-changing, and young people may 

have some new and creative ways to plan and vision. Lastly, it is important to actively recognize 
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that arts-based processes can be both accessible and helpful to fuel dialogue and planning, 

especially with young people.  

Recommendation 6: Prioritize the Possibility for Arts Organizations to Help Facilitate 

Transformative Societal Change 

Young people in this inquiry remarked on moments where they felt downtrodden by the 

demands of possessing or creating wealth. However, they also saw arts organizations as 

opportunities to put action towards collective well-being. They saw arts organizations as 

catalysts to support new and diverse ways of thinking, being, doing, and knowing that can shift 

people’s hearts and mindsets. As an organization, consider how you can support new and diverse 

ways of thinking, being, doing, and knowing and disrupt the status quo to facilitate 

transformative societal change in practice. 

Implications 

The findings, conclusions, and recommendations emerging from this study can support 

the two arts organizations, ECAH and Space Blanket, in ways that support the meaningful 

engagement of young people and their aspirations and hopes for arts organizations. ECAH and 

Space Blanket are very different organizations; there was a unique circumstance in this inquiry 

that both organizations effectively switched into one another’s designation throughout the course 

of this inquiry. ECAH began as a centre-based arts organization and at the end of this inquiry 

decided to move towards a collective designation, giving up its physical location. Conversely, 

Space Blanket obtained a physical retail space and will move from a roaming youth-led artist-run 

collective to a youth-led artist-run centre.  

Laura Beth from ECAH shared that engaging in this study and the closing conclusions 

and recommendations helped shift her organization from a mentorship model inviting young 
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people into ECAH and towards an allyship model that works with young people where they are 

at. As such, ECAH has begun to pivot as an organization and has a new board that reflects more 

young people and a plan for Laura-Beth to step back and for young people to share in the 

leadership roles in the organization. Further, ECAH recognizes that the current arts ecosystem in 

Victoria assumes young people have an established non-profit designation or developed 

collective identity, and Laura-Beth sees this as a gap and an opportunity to transform ECAH’s 

granting process. Lastly, ECAH plans to become an umbrella organization that nurtures and 

uplifts young people to achieve their visions of the future of the arts.  

At Space Blanket, Demi London noted that many of the recommendations of this study, 

such as paying artists fairly, resonated with the organization before the study; however, this 

study has reaffirmed their importance and has had helped Space Blanket to solidify efforts to 

greatly increased the revenues paid to young people in the projects. Further, Space Blanket also 

found it was of importance to celebrate the artworks of young people who were making highly 

conceptual or otherwise unprofitable arts and has invited young people to bring their 

unmarketable ideas forward for a summer 2022 exhibition.   

While ECAH and Space Blanket are very different organizations, there is a unique 

opportunity here for leaders at both organizations to support each other with their experiences in 

other domains. Further, these arts organizations have expressed that solidarity in their future 

efforts in working with young people is paramount for both organizations. Both ECAH and 

Space Blanket are excellent examples of new organizations working with young people to 

reimagine their future organizational shape through courageous actions. Furthermore, both Demi 

and Laura-Beth share in the belief that the presence of established artists in allyship with young 

people and emerging artists is part of what makes a sustainable arts ecosystem.  
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Implications for Future Inquiry 

As organizations working with and alongside young people, it is important to involve 

young people at all levels in each organization to feel their interests and aspirations are valued 

and promote a working model of solidarity with young people. Furthermore, it is critical that 

each organization consider how young people can be met with equitable compensation for their 

contributions and time in a sustained and ongoing way. As arts organizations engage with young 

people, it is essential that engagement is not tokenistic in nature and considers how young people 

could be evolved as both individuals and as a collective—the importance of involving and 

recognizing the collective talent, skills, needs, and capacities of young people could not be 

overstated through this research. To acknowledge young people as individuals and as a collective 

will likely require arts organizations to examine if the frameworks of their organizations support 

young people to be active leaders, rather than patrons, in their organization.  

As arts organizations meaningfully engage young people in the diverse facets of 

organizational life, the creative contributions must be valued as future-oriented and possibility-

centred. Literature suggests that young people’s contributions are often in the areas of style and 

conceptualization of a sense of place, which are often difficult to translate into the often-

transactional nature of arts organizations. By valuing the unique contributions of young people, 

arts organizations can reimagine their demands of economic and social development and 

sustainability impact and influence their future collaborations with young people. Furthermore, 

by embracing the possibilities that young people bring to an organization, arts organizations can 

embrace radical, transformative change and transform societies through the arts and young 

people.  
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Clearly, this research has only just scratched the surface—there is so much more to 

explore. As the research findings and recommendations are applied in practice, there are many 

possibilities for future inquiry.  
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Personal Epilogue 

Despite this inquiry happening during a very difficult loss, I wanted to express the hope, 

laughter, tears, and joy that people shared with me in this inquiry. Further, I’m thankful to see a 

future in which young people are nurtured and supported in the arts. This inquiry brought a lot of 

transformation and laughter to my life, and I would be remiss if I did not reflect on that 

transformation. 

I came to find in this inquiry that both young people and the arts are often presented as 

actors on the verge of being something else. For example, in my early conversations about this 

inquiry, I found myself agreeing with the sentiment that young people are almost real adult 

people. The way we say a painting almost appears to be real. The humour here is that young 

people are real people. Likewise, I came to find that the construct of becoming a real person is 

also a bit comical. Young people become adults somewhere in the middle of what it means to be 

young, at midnight, on their birthday. The bureaucratic fairy tale in which we recognize young 

people to gain full authority and possession of their citizenship, rights, and personhood is a bit, 

as my daughter would say, silly.  

Perhaps another part of how I transformed in this inquiry is that I became much more 

aware of the language of possession. Possession is inherently temporary and subject to 

transactions. It is odd to reflect that many of the things we value, such as personhood, rights, 

freedoms, authority, and works of art, all seem rather lonely when thought of as possessions. 

This inquiry often proposed an alternative in which the inclusion of others in works of art offers 

a profound way to view the world.  

The young people in this inquiry often sought collective constructs such as accountability 

and consensus in our society, despite how hard they may be to implement. However, we never 
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truly own accountability and consensus and are constructed according to many people’s needs 

and agreements. The concept of being orientated towards being accountable to people’s needs 

and agreements is a persistent theme in the literature found in this inquiry, but also in the Master 

of Arts in Leadership program. I am grateful that this study has helped me consider 

accountability and consensus because participating in a world where young people are 

transforming requires a radical shift. Through the arts, young people ask adults to examine how 

we balance possession with accountability and authority with a collective agreement.  
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https://doi.org/10.1007/s10464-010-9330-0
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10464-012-9558-y
https://doi.org/10.1177/0044118X15595153
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Zuber‐Skerritt, O., & Fletcher, M. (2007). The quality of an action research thesis in the social 

sciences. Quality Assurance in Education, 15(4), 413–436. 

https://doi.org/10.1108/09684880710829983  
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Appendix A: Inquiry Team Letter  

In partial fulfillment of the requirement for a Master of Arts in Leadership Degree at 

Royal Roads University, Jules (the Student) will be conducting an inquiry study at Open Space 

regarding the future of the role of young people in the arts. The Student’s credentials with Royal 

Roads University can be established by calling Dr. Catherine Etmanski, Director, School of 

Leadership, at [phone #] or email [email address] 

Inquiry Team Member Role Description 

As a volunteer Inquiry Team Member assisting the Student with this project, your role 

may include one or more of the following: providing advice on the relevance and wording of 

questions and letters of invitation, supporting the logistics of the data-gathering methods, 

including observing, assisting, or facilitating an interview or Group Dialogue, taking notes, 

transcribing, reviewing analysis of data, and/or reviewing associated knowledge products to 

assist the Student, Esquimalt Community Arts Hub and the Space Blanket Society in the change 

process. In the course of this activity, you may be privy to confidential inquiry data. 

Confidentiality of Inquiry Data 

In compliance with the Royal Roads University Research Ethics Policy, under which this 

inquiry project is being conducted, all personal identifiers and any other confidential information 

generated or accessed by the inquiry team advisor will only be used in the performance of the 

functions of this project, and must not be disclosed to anyone other than persons authorized to 

receive it, both during the inquiry period and beyond it. This agreement covers recorded 

information in all formats. Personal identifiers include participant names, contact information, 

personally identifying turns of phrase or comments, and any other personally-identifying 

information. 
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Bridging Student’s Potential or Actual Ethical Conflict 

Inquiry Team members asked to take on such 3rd party duties in this study will be under 

the direction of the Student and will be fully briefed by the Student as to how this process will 

work, including specific expectations and the methods to be employed in conducting the 

elements of the inquiry with the Student’s direct reports, and will be given every support possible 

by the Student, except where such support would reveal the identities of the actual participants. 

Personal information will be collected, recorded, corrected, accessed, altered, used, 

disclosed, retained, secured and destroyed as directed by the student, under the direction of the 

Royal Roads Academic Supervisor. Inquiry Team Members who are uncertain whether any 

information they may wish to share about the project they are working on is personal or 

confidential will verify this with Jules André-Brown, the principal investigator.  

Statement of Informed Consent: 

 I have read and understand this agreement. 

 ________________________ _________________________ _____________ 

 Name (Please Print), Signature, Date 

If under 18, please sign here 

 ________________________ _________________________ _____________ 

 Name (Please Print), Signature, Date  
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Appendix B: Sample Recruitment Posters 
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Appendix C: Sample Research Overview  

Research Overview for the courageous imaginations of youth informing the future of arts 

organizations. 

 

Why am I here? We want to invite you to be part of a research project with youth and arts 

organizations with Royal Roads University that we are conducting. 

What is the name of the research project? The courageous imaginations of youth informing 

the future of arts organizations. 

What is the purpose of the research? This research is to engage youth in a process to identify 

what arts organizations could become in the future. 

Who is conducting the research? This research project is being conducted by Jules Andre-

Brown, a Master of Arts in Leadership student at Royal Roads University. The project is in 

partnership with arts organizations; an inquiry research team that includes other graduate 

students, art curators, and young people will help to design and carry out this research. This 

research project has been approved by the RRU Research Ethics Board. If you have any 

questions regarding your rights as a research participant, please contact Dr. Catherine Etmanski 

at [email address]. 

  

What types of questions does this research hope to answer? The question at the core of this 

research inquiry is, how might the courageous imaginations of young people inform the future of 

Arts organizations in Victoria? The following sub-questions further guide this research:  

Whom are we working with? We are interested in all young people, aged 15 to 24.  

What if I am not old enough to consent? We want all participants to make the decision if they 

want to participate or not. For all participants under the age of 18, we also need consent from 
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your parents or guardians. The consent form contains further information about the study’s 

conduct and will enable you to make a fully informed decision on whether you wish to 

participate. Please review this information before responding. You are not required to take part in 

this research project. No harm will come from your opting not to participate. 

Why does the research team want to work with young people? We want to work with young 

people as they will be the next generation of artists to have leadership roles at arts organizations 

and in the arts. We know that young people think differently, and we believe involving youth is 

integral to designing arts organizations that respond to anticipates future needs. 

Do I have to participate? Participation is voluntary. It is important for you to know that you do 

not have to participate in this research or any of the activities if you do not want to. You have the 

right to make this choice, and we do not want you to feel pressured by someone else.  

What if I decide to participate and then change my mind? You have the right to change your 

mind about participating in this research. If you change your mind for any reason, you should not 

feel bad for making this decision. Everyone has the right to change his/her mind. We also do not 

want you to feel pressured to participate. If you decide to withdraw from the project, we will ask 

you if the data gathered up until that point can be used or not. It is up to you to make this 

decision, and whatever you decide will not affect you negatively. 

How will my contributions and art be used? We seek a broad range of young people to help 

offer suggestions to inform the future of arts organizations as this research includes an arts-based 

contribution. Any art you create remains yours; however, we may ask you to showcase your art 

in an exhibition or other means, should you be interested.  

What will the research process look like? This research intends to support people to participate 

in the research while also keeping everyone involved safe through the current COVID 19 

measures.  

The first research method is an online mural wall open February 14-27th. You will be 

able to participate at any time, as many times as you like. We expect this to take up to one hour 

of your time to contribute a creative piece to the platform.  

The second research method is an arts-based workshop on February 28th at 2 pm, where 

you will be invited to review the themes and data from the first method and to collaborate and 

work alongside others to create and share your vision for arts organizations in the future. There 

will also be a small group dialogue to share your insights and discuss common themes. The 

workshop will be 2.5 hours in duration. There may also be additional preparations and follow-up 

to the workshop, which will likely be no more than 2.5 additional hours. The workshop will be 

recorded.   

The third method will be an invitation to bring young people’s vision and perspectives 

to arts organizations and create an agenda to respond to young people’s perspectives. A 

workshop process on March 6th at 2 pm called Open Space Technology will be used. In this 

process, we will work with leaders at arts organizations to bring forward the data young people 
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imagine for the future of arts organizations. The arts organizations session will be approximately 

3 hours. There will likely be preparations prior to the session that will not exceed 5 hours.  

How will information be recorded? We would like to record this research primarily through 

the software applications Zoom and MURAL. The sessions will be recorded, and any creative 

contributions shared, such as notes, drawings, photos, drama, poetry, or voice, will be recorded 

and will remain your property. The recordings will be transcribed, and you will have a chance to 

review them as we want to make sure we hear exactly what you say. The recordings will be 

archived safely on a password-encrypted computer. In the event we’d like to share examples 

from this research project, we will contact you for your permission to do so. You can choose to 

agree or decline to share your artwork.  

What about privacy, confidentiality, and anonymity? Because we are working in a group, it is 

difficult for us to ensure that the information will be kept private. As a group, we will come up 

with group guidelines on how to respect the wishes of the group, including how information can 

be shared outside the group or not.  

We will keep this information confidential except if the information you share is putting you at 

risk. If, during the session, you describe suffering in activities where someone is putting you in 

physical, psychological, or emotional danger, you need to know we have a legal responsibility to 

report illegal and threatening activities to the authorities who are in a position to take action to 

protect you from activities such as child abuse. We will talk to you about this first before we 

share the information.  

This online method will be hosted on Zoom, where data may be stored in the USA. Data stored 

on servers in the USA may be subject to examination by the US government under the USA 

Patriot Act. While this likelihood is small, I am required to let you know this possible risk. 

If any direct quotes or references to your artwork are to be shared, we will discuss this with you 

and clarify how you would like these to be attributed to you. Please feel free to contact me at any 

time should you have additional questions regarding the project and its outcomes.  

If you would like to participate in this research project, please contact me at 

[email address] or [phone #] 

Sincerely, 

Jules André-Brown 

mailto:jules.andrebrown@royalroads.ca
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Appendix D: Email Invitation to Young People  

Dear [Prospective Participant],  

I would like to invite you to be part of a research project that I am conducting as a 

requirement for my Master’s Degree in Arts of Leadership at Royal Roads University. The 

theme of this research is about how people can inform the future of local arts organizations and 

is done in partnership with two arts organizations in Victoria; the Esquimalt Community Arts 

Hub and the Space Blanket Society. 

This package includes samples of the study conducted to help people decide whether they 

wish to participate. In addition, this package will show samples of the communications, consent 

forms, resources, and a draft of the proposed methods.  

I am deeply excited to begin this research and look forward to working with you! To 

participate, please review the consent form online at this link.  To ask questions, please contact 

me at Jules André-Brown [email address] or at [phone #] 

  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1SR3tlYG5ZiIAB65YHYmySMRHaiWtRiOTIwqpMIw6wRM/viewform?edit_requested=true
mailto:jules.andrebrown@royalroads.ca
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Appendix E: Consent Form For Arts-Based Method 1 

Hello, Here you will find consent forms to participate in a research project looking at the 

future of Arts Organizations. This research intends to hear from young people (ages 15-24) 

through two arts-based methods.  The first method will be conducted online in February 2021. 

The second phase will be held on February 28th. The third phase will be held on March 6th, 

2021. The researcher, Jules André-Brown, is the only person to be able to access the results of 

this form. If you have any questions or concerns in signing this form, please contact [email 

address]  

Please enter your email address. 

Email ________________________ 

This research inquiry uses a browser-based whiteboard MURAL.co to collect responses to 

questions. A description of MURAL can be found in the draft outline for methods of the research 

overview package (p. 17), which can be accessed using this link:  

<< URL >> 

By signing this form, I agree that I am over the age of 19 and have read the information letter for 

this study. My signature states that I am giving voluntary and informed consent to participate in 

this project and have the data I contribute used in the final report and any other knowledge 

outputs (articles, conference presentations, newsletters, etc.). If I am under 18, my parent or 

guardian has also reviewed the information letter for this study and their signature below gives 

consent for me to participate in this study 

  

mailto:jules.andrebrown@royalroads.ca
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Please review the following statements and check each box:  

□ I acknowledge that I own the creative products and written insights I 

develop in this research, and I give consent for my creative products to be shared in this 

research 

□ I acknowledge that my name and any other identifying information (e.g. age, gender) will 

not be attributed to my creative products and written insights unless I include them on the 

Mural platform. 

□ I agree not to delete the contributions of others in the Mural platform. 

 

Name : (Please provide your full name)  

What is the name of the person or organization who invited you to this research project? 

(Please type name in below, and, If you are unsure, please leave blank and we ’ll follow up with 

you.) ___________________________ 

Signature (Please type your initials) ___________________________ 

Date of signature (Please confirm the date of your signature) ______________ 

Preferred Pronouns (Optional) ___________________________ 

If you are under 18, we require consent from your parent or guardian. Please provide 

contact information (email or phone number) below. ___________________________ 
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Appendix F: Draft Outline for Methods and Study Procedure 

All three methods will include a short introduction to the arts organizations and ethical research 

practices. 

Introduction. This capstone invites young people to share their experiences, stories, 

ideas about the future of arts organizations. The input on the future offered by people in this 

research project will then be collectively analyzed for themes and evaluated to inform future 

directions for the groups of youth in this research. A second intention is to provide rich 

scholarship for other community organizations to hear about the themes and context to serve all 

art communities better. 

Review of participation and withdrawal. This research intends to create a relationship 

of trust and collaboration in learning. No academic experience is required, and all learning is 

valued. Your participation is voluntary. You have the right to refuse to participate in this study at 

any time. If you decide to participate, you may still choose to withdraw from the study at any 

time without any negative consequences. You may withdraw from this study at any time without 

giving reasons and with no effects on your participation at the arts organizations. If you choose 

to withdraw after the arts-based method, survey, or workshop, we can remove your art and data - 

but it will not be possible to remove your contributions from any groups discussions you have 

participated in.  

Review of the use of data. The stories and data shared in this research will remain in 

ownership of those sharing them. This thesis research will be published in the Thesis Canada 

portal, the UMI/ProQuest database of all theses, and on the RRU thesis portal, and only with 

explicit permission will your story be used in the publication. The stories from this study will be 

used by youth in this project and to help improve services and enhance arts organizations in 

Victoria overall. Research findings will also be reported back to the community in several ways, 

such as in research thesis and presentations to stakeholders and other interested parties.  

By signing the consent form, you agree that you are over the age of 18, or in the case of 

youth aged 15-18, have provided consent from a parent or guardian and have read the 

information letter for this study. Your signature states that you are giving your voluntary and 

informed consent to participate in this project and have the information you offer will be used to 

inform the final report and associated knowledge products. Your data remains your own, and in 

the event, a piece of creative work is to be included in the report, we will ask for explicit 

permission to use the work.  

Compensation. Participants will be thanked for their time and entered a draw for gift 

certificates from local arts organizations.  

Confidentiality. Group dynamics will include opportunities to establish what is safe in 

sharing stories with other participants. Full confidentiality cannot be maintained in a group 

setting. We encourage participants not to discuss the content of the Group Dialogue outside the 

group; however, we can’t control what participants do with the information discussed. 
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Information that discloses your identity will not be released by the research team without your 

consent. Audio files and transcripts of interviews will be stored on secure servers and computers 

at Royal Roads University and on researchers’ password-protected computers for data analysis. 

Royal Roads University stores data in Canada and is compliant with BC’s Freedom of 

Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA). The signed copy of this consent form will be 

kept in a locked cabinet for five years (required), after which time it will be shredded. 

Sharing the results. The results of the analysis will be shared at a celebration event with 

all those engaged in the research process, COVID permitting, at the ARTS Those who have 

shared their contact information with the research team will receive an invitation to attend the 

event. The final product will also be delivered by a live oral defense by Jules André-Brown 

which will be open to the public. A final copy of the report will be made public on the Royal 

Roads Research web portal. 

Draft of Study Procedures 

The intention of this study to be co-created and drafted with a few inquiry members. 

While the final language may be changed, this document should provide a close example for 

your reference.  

Method 1: MURAL Wall  

The purpose of asking you to share your thoughts, artwork, and ideas is an opportunity 

that will help create knowledge. This knowledge will be helpful for arts organizations like ARTS 

ORGANIZATIONS, young people, and scholars to deepen their practice. 

Once participants consent to participate in the digital mural activity, they will be provided 

with a link to a short video that explains what the MURAL wall method is and how to use the 

mural site. The video will include a preamble from myself and the director of arts organizations 

and will be co-developed with youth on my inquiry team. In the video, we will provide an 

overview of who arts organizations are and what the project is all about. We will give a short 

tour of the site’s functionality, and we will then pose the question guiding this method. 

Specifically, youth participants will be asked to develop a response through words or images in 

response to the question: If you are designing an arts organization of the future, what do you see? 

Additional prompts will be included, such as: Who is involved/included? What programming is 

offered? How do arts organizations exist in the community? How are young people involved? 
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(Illustration of an example MURAL board in research method one)  

Method 2: MURAL Wall and group Dialogue 

Method 2 will be developed in collaboration with my inquiry team. However, the 

following elements will be included in the workshop. The method will begin with an overview of 

the research process and the purpose of the session. Co-inquirers will be reminded of their right 

to withdraw. This will then follow with a round of introductions of participants. The remainder 

of the session will then focus on analyzing the data developed from the MURAL wall and 

identifying how the group would like to present the learnings and insights to arts organizations 

during the OST. 

Reviewing MURAL and identifying key themes. We will begin by offering an 

overview of the purpose and intent of the theming process. Co-inquirers will collectively look at 

how all the data was arranged and then split up into small groups and will work with portions of 

the material in MURAL. Each group will begin reviewing what they see and will then identify 

the key themes/ideas emerging from the data in response to the question: If you are designing an 

arts organization of the future, what do you see? Additional prompts will be offered, including: 

Who is involved/included? What programming is offered? What is great about arts organizations 

now you want to see in the future? How are young people involved? In addition to identifying 

key themes, we will also invite participants to consider the similarities and differences in the 

data. Once each small group is complete, the group will reconvene in the Zoom lounge to offer a 

short presentation on what their group discovered. As a large group, we will then identify the key 

themes and messages to share with arts organizations. 
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Creatively telling the story. The remainder of the workshop will be focused on 

considering how the group might creatively share the key themes and messages with arts 

organizations in the OST workshop. It is our hope that the co-inquirers develop some creative 

products that can be shared. The outputs created would respond to these two questions: 

1. What are young peoples ’hopes and dreams for arts organizations in the future?  

2. What is important for arts organizations to remember as they prepare for this 

future? 

Closing. As the workshop closes, we will have a check out process where we invite co-

inquirers to share key takeaways from the process. We will also invite the co-inquirers to contact 

us in the event they are interested in participating in the OST workshop. 

 

(Illustration of an example MURAL board in research method two)  

Method 3: MURAL wall and group dialogue II  

Example preamble: Today we will explore the results, interpretations, and findings of 

the first two methods. The youth leaders from the inquiry team will help deliver the findings of 

the first two methods and introduce the creative outputs. We will give an introduction to the OST 

principles and some considerations for operating OST in an online environment. We will also 

emphasize the importance of engaging young people in the conversation. 
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Opening Discussion Points 

1. What are your reflections on the young people’s imaginations for arts 

organizations? 

The OST process commences using Zoom breakout rooms and MURAL. Groups then 

return, offering a summary of the conversations held in each group. Once each group presents 

back, the following debrief questions are explored? 

1. What are your general reactions? 

2. What are the general themes or connection points you are noticing? 

3. What actions do you feel you can do today?  

4. What are the key priorities moving forward? 

5. What is one thing you hope arts organizations hold onto from this research as they 

prepare for the future? 

6. What else would you like to share? 

 

(Illustration of an example MURAL board in research method three)  
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Appendix G: Consent Form For Arts-Based Method 2 

By signing this form, I agree that I am over the age of 19 and have read the information letter for 

this study. My signature states that I am giving voluntary and informed consent to participate in 

this project and have the data I contribute used in the final report and any other knowledge 

outputs (articles, conference presentations, newsletters, etc.). If I am under 18, my parent or 

guardian has also reviewed the information letter for this study and their signature below gives 

consent for me to participate in this study. I also consent to the arts-based session being recorded 

using Zoom 

Please review the following statements and check each box:  

❏ I acknowledge that I own the creative products developed in this method  

❏ I give permission for my creative products to be shared in the written report and 

other presentations of this research, provided they are attributed to me in a way that I feel is 

appropriate (e.g. name or pseudonym). 

❏  I consent to quotations and excerpts expressed by me through this method to be 

included in this study. 

❏ I acknowledge that quotations and excerpts shared by me will not be directly 

attributed to me, unless I indicate otherwise. 

❏  I commit to respect the confidential nature of the research by not sharing 

identifying information about the other participants 

 

Name (Please provide your full name) ___________________________ 

Signature By signing below I acknowledge that I have read the provisions of Jules Andre-

Brown’s inquiry and have read the provisions of the Information letter attached at this link  << 

URL >> . (Please type your initials) ___________________________ 

Date of signature (Please confirm the date of your signature) ______________ 

Preferred Pronouns (Optional) ___________________________ 

If you are under 18, we require consent from your parent or guardian. Please provide 

contact information (email or phone number) below. ___________________________ 

 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IJWzTK5IjQxet2IOPRxmjUsWCApf3Ho3/view?usp=sharing&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1632444136167000&usg=AFQjCNHhCAMSQpl1bBreXx2DXYPhdn0NgQ
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Appendix H: Email Invitation to Adults Leaders 

Dear [Prospective Participant],  

I would like to invite you to be part of a research project that I am conducting as a 

requirement for my Master’s Degree in Arts of Leadership at Royal Roads University. The 

theme of this research is about how people can inform the future of local arts organizations and 

is done in partnership with two arts organizations in Victoria; the Esquimalt Community Arts 

Hub and the Space Blanket Society. 

By way of this email, I am inviting you to participate in the final phase of this research 

which involves a small arts-based method and is followed by a workshop facilitated through 

Zoom to explore the perspectives of young people. This session will begin with young people 

sharing the results from the first two methods. 

The attached information contains further information about the study’s conduct and will 

enable you to decide whether you wish to participate fully. The research process involves three 

phases. The first phase engages young people aged 15-24 through two arts-based methods.  This 

package includes samples of the study conducted to help people decide whether they wish to 

participate. In addition, this package will show samples of the communications, consent forms, 

resources, and a draft of the proposed methods.  

Please review this information before responding. 

You are not required to participate in this research project. However, if you do choose to 

participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice. 

Please feel free to contact me at any time should you have additional questions regarding 

the project and its outcomes.  

 If you would like to participate in my research project, please contact me at: 

Name: Jules André-Brown 

Email: [email address] 

Telephone: [phone #] 

  

Sincerely, 

Jules André-Brown 
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Appendix I: Consent Form For Arts-Based Methods Research for Method 3  

By signing this form, I agree that I am over the age of 19 and have read the information letter for 

this study. My signature states that I am giving voluntary and informed consent to participate in 

this project and have the data I contribute used in the final report and any other knowledge 

outputs (articles, conference presentations, newsletters, etc.). If I am under 18, my parent or 

guardian has also reviewed the information letter for this study and their signature below gives 

consent for me to participate in this study. I also consent to the arts-based session being recorded 

using Zoom. 

Please review the following statements and check each box: 

□ I acknowledge that I own the creative products developed in this method 

□ I give permission for my creative products to be shared in the written 

report and other presentations of this research, provided they are attributed to me in a way 

that I feel is appropriate (e.g. name or pseudonym). 

□ I consent to quotations and excerpts expressed by me through this method 

to be included in this study. 

□ I acknowledge that quotations and excerpts shared by me will not be 

directly attributed to me unless I indicate otherwise. 

□ I commit to respecting the confidential nature of the research by not 

sharing identifying information about the other participants 

 

Name (Please provide your full name) ___________________________ 

Signature By signing below I acknowledge that I have read the provisions of Jules Andre-

Brown’s inquiry and have read the provisions of the Information letter attached at this link << 

URL >>. (Please type your initials) ___________________________ 

Date of signature (Please confirm the date of your signature) ______________ 

Preferred Pronouns (Optional) ___________________________ 

If you are under 18, we require consent from your parent or guardian. Please provide 

contact information (email or phone number) below. ___________________________ 
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Appendix J: Participatory Analysis Document 
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Appendix K: Invitation to Young people and Adults 

Thanks for your interest in this research, I am following up from our previous 

communication regarding the research project Young people and the future of arts organizations 

in Victoria B.C.  

 

I am pleased to report that our first rounds of research have come in and there have been 

some very interesting findings. I would like to invite you to take part in the next stage. This 

session opens with an opportunity to offer some short reflections and observations, 

anonymously, on a browser-based site called ‘mural wall’. This will be much like an online 

survey, but you will be able to see the other participants’ responses, there will also be some light 

graphic tools should you wish to draw connections to other participant’s reflections.  The process 

should take about 10-15 minutes, and the window to participate will be open for one week. This 

process is open to everyone.  

 

For young people ages 15-24, there is a specific link that reintroduces the study and consent 

forms. <<URL>>  

For those who are not in the 15-25 cohort please use this link <<URL>> 

 

The research will converge with a short zoom discussion on Thursday, April 15th, at 1 pm 

<<URL>> to discuss the findings with young people and adults in the arts.  

 

Best, 

 

Jules André-Brown 

<<email>> 
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Appendix L: Final Mural Summary  
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Appendix M: Victoria Mental Health Resources: 

 

Immediate Emergency Support 

Vancouver Island 24 Hour Crisis Line - 1-888-494-3888. 

Additional Crisis Lines  

Foundry Victoria - 250-383-3552  

United Way - call or text 211 

KUU-US Child/Youth crisis line (250-723-2040) 

First Nations and Inuit Hope for Wellness Help Line 1-855-242-3310  

BC Crisis line - 250-310-678 

Support Websites 

www.hopeforwellness.ca 

www.bounceback.ca 

www.bc211.ca 

 

http://www.vicrisis.ca/
http://www.bounceback.ca/

